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Kiling was never this much fun.
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Vote is u an mous Murray given
KobreAward

Anti-bias
policy now
includes.
sexual
•
•
onentatlon

BY B ECKY R OSNER

News Editor
Ou Oct 4, Mike Murray, curators'
professor of communications, was
presented with the Sidney Kobre
Award. The American Journalism

scholar in the field of broadcasting
history," Sloan said.
The Sidney Kobre Award is
presented on the basis of a lifetime
contribution, by the profess or, in the
field of mass communication history.
The award honors the late Dr. Sidney
Kobre, who was the initial recipient of

BY B ECKY ROSNER

News Editor

On Thursday morning, the Board
of Curators unanimously voted . to
include sexual orientation in the antibias policy. Members of the board met
at UM-St Louis to announce the
passage.
At the meeting, the sexual
orientation policy was first on the
agenda. Along with the Board of
Curators, also present were the InterStudent Council members. Protesters
were expected because problems have
occwred in the past with the issue.
Police were on hand, but no objectors
showed up.
Not many people showed up to the
meeting: however. press was present
It only took a matter of about five
minutes for the policy to be
unanimously voted in. Of the nine
curators, only two posed questions
publicly. They ha\'e been discussing
the issue for quite some time.
According to Kristy Runde,
Student Government Association
pn:.side this · sue bas Ioeen around
for almost a decade. The.), tried to pass
the policy back in 1999; howe er,
there were some problems and the
clause was not passed. "It was a big
deal for us , that the student
governments on all three campuses
could pass something like this,"
Runde said.
see CURATORS, page 3

Michael M urray, curators' distinguished teac hing professor of
communication, recently received the Sidney Kobre Award for
Lifetime Contr ibutions to the field of m ass communication
history.
i

I

Mike Sherwin! Tbt CUm'ni
David Dodd, chairman of the Student Government AssOCiation, and Kristy Runde, president of SGA,
confer during the monthly SGA meeting held Friday afternoon. Runde says students have been
trying to pass a sexual orientation non-discrimination policy since at least 1999.

Historians Association sponsors the
award.
TIus award is the association's
greatest honor. AJHA President
Patrick
Washburn
made
the
pre entation at the annual national
convention in Billings, Mont. Since
the a~ was created in 1985, only
seven individuals have receiv d
recognition.
David Sloan, prate SOl' of
journalism at the University of
Alabanla, nominated Murray. Sloan
has known Murray since 1982 through
the AJHA and hi publications. "He
has been a longtime member of the
American JournaJi m Hi storians
Association and instnunental to its
success, along with being a noted

the honor. Part of the focus of the
organization is to share information
and fe.search on mass conununication
history.
Murray ha~ been in AJHA since its
creation, and he also knew Kobre from
the organization. Sloan has also been
in the group since the beginning and
has many reason for nominating
M urray for this presti gious award. "He
is an outstanding and prolific scholar
and he has played a significant role in
the history of the AJHA ," Sloan said.
For about 20 years, M WTaY has
taught communication at UM-St.
Louis.

see MURRAY, page3

Buzzing in MSC to Whad'Ya Know? at the PAC
continue-for now
B .Y N ICHOLE LECLAIR

ii1anaging Editor

A loud buzzing noise has been
emanating from room 297 in the
Millemuum Student Center for weeks.
The source, a defective transformer,
will be replaced near the beginning of
November. Some MSC employees are
already counting the days.
Though most visitors to the MSC
take note of the unusual sound, they
are able to move out of range when it
becomes (00 much of an aggravation.
This is not so for MSC employees who
are exposed to the noise for the
duration of their shifts. For some, the
incessant drone is nearly unbearable.
"It's driving me crazy," said
Amanda Bullock, financial sales
representative for UMB Bank. "Every
time I go out to the bathroom, every
time they open that door (to the
maintenance closet], I notice it even
more and wonder 'what is that noise'?'
It's giving me headaches."
Jessica Viox, graduate student,
human resources, and sales associate
at the University Bookstore, is
annoyed but tolerant "You kind of get
used to it," she said. 'T m tuning it out
right now. Some days are worse than
others, and today is a pretty quiet one.
We are all just hoping it stops soon."

Bill Warren, general maintenance
supervisor for facilities services, says
that it will. "We've got another test or
two to run, and another couple of
weeks before a new one comes in," he
said. "Then we'll schedule an
(electrical] outage and replace it"
A transformer is a device that
changes incoming electrical current
into usable voltage. According to
Warren, "All transformers have an
inherent hwuming coming from them,
but not like this."
Although the transformer was new
in 2000 when the' MSC opened,
Warren is not surprised by the
malfunction. "Transformers don't
have a life," he explained. ''I've seen
them go for 20 years or after one."
Beside.s the general annoyance of
the noise, some employees were
concerned that whatever was wrong in
the electrical/data room might be a
safety hazard. "I was scared it was
going to blow up," said Bullock.
According
to Wanen,
the
transformer does not pose a hazard to
the public or service workers. "There
is no chance of fire or explosion, and
no one is going to be electrocuted," he
said.
Though technically harmless, the
transformer will continue to pain
nearby workers until it can be
replaced.
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Mi!:hael Fe!dman; host
of NPR's Whad'Ya
Know? radiO program,
asks for a \'Q!!.!nteer
from the audience
during a taping of the
show Oct. 12 a1 the
Blanche M. Touhill
Performing Arts Center.

RIGHT:

Bulletin
...Board'
--

.. . ..--. ..

ABOVE:

15

Michael Feldman
interviews Walt
Crawford, Founder and
Executive director of
the World Bird
Sanctuary, while
numerous birds are
brought out on stage,
including Patriot, a bald
eagle.
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Public Policy Research Career Services

Des Lee lecture

Center for Humanities

Haunted Hall

"The Price of Progress: The Page
Avenue Extension," photographs by
Michael Miles opens on Sept 17.
The opening reception will be held
from noon to 1 p.m. on Sept 17 in
the Public Policy Research Gallery,
362 SSB. This event is free.

Wolf Gnmer presents "Our Tormentor
was not the Pharoh, it was Hitler:"
Forced Laber of Jews in Nazi Europe.
The lecture is in the Century Rooms of
the MSe. A reception begins at 6 p.m.
and the lecttrre begins at 7 p.m The
event is sponsored by the Des Lee
Collaborative VIsion and Student Life.
For more infonnation, ca1l516-5267.

What is a City? Conference: Places for
Children and Youth is from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in 126 J.e. Penney
Conference Center. Discussion on the
challenges to develop urban neighborhcxxls, institutions, buildings, and programs that enable children and y01ll1g
people in cities to live healthy, satisfying lives. Reservations for the conference are required. Call 516-5974 to
register. For more information, contact
Karen Lucas at 516-5699. This event is
sponsored by the Center for
Humanities.

At the Old Nonnandy Hospital on
South Campus, Haunted Hall is from
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.rn. This is a hauoted
house for children ages 6 to 12.
Children must be accompanied by an
adult The hall is also open to UMSL
students from 9 p.rn. to 11 p.rn. Bring
a bag for candy. For more information, call Amanda at 516-7314. The
event is sponsored by RHA, Delta
Sigma Pi and UPB.

Sat 25

"Restoring the Missomi River" is the
title of the Mond'ly Noon Series. Jane
Ledwin, fish and wildlife biologist,
outlines her efforts as a federal projects biologist, working with states,
other federal agencies, and private
interests, to restore some of the ecology of the Big Muddy.

Mon 20

Mon20

(cont.)

An interviewing techniques workshop
is from :2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room 278

MSe. The workshop is for students
and is free, though advanced registration is required. To ellfOll, call 5165111 or go to Career Services at 278
MSe.

Tues 21

Monday Noon Series
"Protecting the Brazilian Cerrado:
Why Wetland Conservation is Really
Upland Conservation," is the title of
the Monday Noon Selies this week.
The Monday Noon Series is evelY
Monday from 12: 15 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
in room 229 in the J.e. Penney
Conference Center. Doug Ladd,
director of conservation science for
The Nature Conservancy of
Missomi, explains the critical conservation importance of the Cemldo
region and its role in maintaining
globally significant wetland and
aquatic habitat.

20
Music department

Counseling Services
A Pictionary Night is being held at 7
p.m. in the Villa North Community
Room. Food and drink will be served.
Also, there \vill be attendance gifts as
well as prizes for the winning team. For
more information, contact Jamie Linsin
at Counseling Services at 516-5711.

21
Campus Cnlsade for
Christ
A Bible study is from noon - 1:15 p.m.
in room 314 of the MSe. Join Campus
Crusade for Christ for fellowship and
prayer.

Wed 22
Intemational Center
for Tropical Ecology

21
Bible study
Christ Christian Center is holding a
Bible study at 7:30 p.m. at Embassy
Suites Hotel (Inter. 70 & Lindbergh).
11237 Lone Eagle Drive St. Louis, MO
63044 (3 14) 7 9-8929.

Put it on the

Premiere Pelformances - La
Venexiana is from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m
at the Sheldon Concert Hall. The
event is free and open to the public.
For more info., call 516-5776 or
516-5980.

(cont.)

The Jane and Whitney Harris Lecture
begins at 7:30 p.m. at the Shoenbe,rg
Auditorium at the Missouri Botanical
Garden. The lecture is sponsored by the
International Center for Tropical
Ecology. For more information, contact
Megan Over at 516-5446.

22

Board!
Place your event on The Board in
our upcoming edition' restrictions
apply. Call 516-51 74 for more info.

Amnesty IntemationaJ
Do you want to be a human lights
advocate? Join A.i Meeting today at
1:30 p.m in room 313 MSe.

(cont.)
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Thur 30

''Return Joum ey"
"Return Journey: Dylan Thomas
United States 2003 Commemorative
TolIf" is at 7:30 p.m. in the Ie. Penney
Conference Center Auditorium. For
addition information and reservations,
call 516-5974. Admission is free and
ope.n to the public.

Pre-Vet Club
An Open Mic NlgbtlCostume party is
6 p.rn. to midnight in the Pilot House
in the MSe. Amateur and are wel-

come to come, though need to make
reservations in advance. To make
reservations, email adffg8@studentmaiJ.umsl.edu.
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The JollolI'il/g criminal incidel/IS were reponed

lie sen 'iee 10 PlVlnot~ uII'/lll'l/ ess pml'u/es lhis

to dIe Ulliversily oj Missouri· SI. Lollis Police
&()(lm""1JI durillg IheJall ~(II'eel/ Oelcher /0

il//t If7IU1lion. Rmlernix-r-{'rime prt'l,'enrioll is II
('/III/numilyeffon.

Ulld Oelcher J 7. Jj'll'uders have inj'onnaJi(11J Ihal

cuuld assisl rhe police illl'esliglJlio/l, Ihl',\'
urged In call 51(;,5155.

(/)1'

C<Jl1I/'11S police as (l pllb-

October 13 . Stealing OYer $500
In room 100 Marillac Hall. a digital camera with

power pack was discovered sroIen.

October 14 - Propert}. damage
At 79f:1j South Florissant Rd. . the front door (0
an apar1l'nent was damaged.

October 16· Stealing over $500
In room 107 of the Performing Arts Cenler. a
wallet was stolen from an office when it was le ft
unattended.
October 16 . Destruction of property

At University Meadows, apartment 326, a wiodow was broken OIlL

October 17 . Stealing under $SOO
00 ~1e 3rd floor of Oark Hall. the soda \-cndi ng
machine " entered and money was taken.

www. thecurr·e ·n t:o ·n ·li·ne.com

I>e Current is published weekly on
Mondays.. Advertising rates are available
upon request; tem15, conditions and restric·
tions ~. The Currmt, financed in part by
student activities fees, is not an official publicatic<1 of UM·St Loois. The Univefsity is not
responsible for the content of The CUfTent
ancVor its policies. Coovnentaty and cn!umns
reflect the opioial of the individJal author.
u~ editooiaIs reflect the "4'inial of the
majority of the Editorial Board. The Current
~ the c.cutesy of at least 24-hwr
advance notice far all evenl>; to be ~
Advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
qJinion of The w-rmt, its staff rnerrbers or
the ~. All materials contained in each
pmted and mme issue are pr~ of The
Cl.IJ'Ta1t and may not be reprinted, reused 0.reproruced without the prior, expressed and
written consent of The Urrmt. Frn cc:i;Jy is
free; all Slbsequent copies are 25 cents and
are a'IaiJable at the offices of The Current.
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of the news business.
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Thursday, October 30th 2003 8:00 - 7:30

*Register To WinFree Prizes *
Name~ will ~e Grawn ev~rf naif nOUl) ~to~ ~f often to mif JOU maDi~ wlnn~r

*~top ByAna Pick Up ATrick OrTreat Ba~ *

* HUGE SALE *
~\*

Got a hot news tip? Give us
a call at t he office.

31 4.516.5174. Ask fo~ Becky
Rosner, news editor.

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS

Need to
advertise an
event?
Call
The Current
advertising
department at
516-5316 for

·You can also e-mail us at current@jinx.umsl.edu

details.

Cust. ServicelRetail Sales

ALL STUDENTS
$13.75 base-appt.
No door to door canvassing or telemarketing. great
resume expenence.

And Much Much More *

$13.75 base-appt

*Trick Or Treaters Welcome *

Flexible hours.
Scholarships available - conditions exist
For details call M-F 10 am-4pm: 314-991-2428

Co~tume Contest on Tfiur~oay in (fie Pilot Home at l1:ijij~m,

www.workforstudents.COlll
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United Way campaign Lunching with Legislator Coleman
nearing campus goal
....
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StaJ!Vlriter

BY PATRICIA LEE

StaJ! Writer

On Oct 17, UM-St. Louis formally wrapped up the annual United Way
campaign. The campaign started on
Sept. 29 and was originally scheduled
to end on Oct. 10 but was extended
another week, attempting to reach the
p campus goal. At the time, approximately $44,000 had been raised,
roughly 80 percent of the goal.
In the past, the campus
has extended the campaign in an effort to
achieve its goals.

I

fac t,
this is the
third consecutive
year that
the campus
! campaign has been
extended by a week.
"Usually people forget
or were out of the office,
so having the extra week
helps," Steffanie Rockette, special
assistant to the Vice Chancellor for
I University Relations,
said. "By
announcing an extra week. it allows
people to remember about it and give
if they want Even when it ends, for
about 3 to 4 weeks after the actual end
date of our personal campaign here on
campus, we usually bave donations
come in "
•
•
This year, the campus goal was
$56,000, a slight increase from last
year 's $55,000. The University's goal
usually increases based on across-theboard pay raises among staff and faculty. Since pay stayed the same ~ r the
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last few years, the increase was minimal. Despite economic difficulties,
the University has always reached or
exceeded the campaign goals.
Rockette does not expect this year to
be any different.
While the campus goal has slightly
increased, United Way's overall goal
has decreased from last year's $67 .5
million to this year's $6.2 million.
"We needed to set a realistic goal in a
down economy," Sam Fox, chainrian
of this year's United Way campaign
and president and CEO of Harbour
Group, said. "Many of our most supportive companies have fewer
employees.
Some

work
with
United
Way.
"Organizations have granted the
United Way access to workplace fund
raising because of its proven record of
caring, efficiency, and accountability.
United Way is accountable to its
donors [and] has a system of monitoring and reviewing agencies and their
progran1S," Brian Flinchpaugh, director of communications for the Sl
Louis chapter of the
United Way, said.
Nearly all of
the money
raised
b y

Senator Maida Coleman CD), assistant minority floor leader, was the
guest speaker at "Lunch with a
Legislator" held on Tuesday, Oct 14,
in the Grand Tier Lobby of the
Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts
Center.
The event, sponsored by the
Associated Students of the University
of Missouri, gave attendees the opportunity to hear the senator's views and
ask her questions.
Coleman, who represents the fifth
Senatorial District, and who sits on
various committees, discussed legisla-

tion that she has sponsored or co-sponsored while she has been in office.
One of the topics broached by
ASUM was Coleman's view on
changing the age requirements to IUn
for Missouri state offices. Currently,
the age to IUn for the Missouri State
Senate is 30, and 25 for the Missouri
House of Representatives. The proposed legislation would lower these
ages to 25 and 21 , respectively. "My
feeling is if we can send eighteenyear-olds off to hold guns to protect
oW" liberties and freedoms, we sure in
the heck can let them IUn for office,"
said Coleman.
The topic changed to education
when Beth Grindstaff, vice president

of
the
Student
Government
Association, asked Senator Coleman
to give her views on the prospect of
higher education being cut in the next
legislative session.
Coleman, a member of the
Appropriation Committee, responded,
"This year was worse than last year,
and I expect next year to be worse."
She added that, in the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget, higher education was
cut, but not elementary or secondary
education. She feels that if they are to
make these drastic cuts, they have to
cut everybody. One group or agency
should not be expected to absorb the
full measure. She also said the original
cuts in correction were not enough.

Lou i s
comes directly from faculty and staff.
Employees are notified of the camt b 0
companies paign and receive pledge cards and
don't even exist any- . information about the organizations
more."
that are involved in the United Way.
UM-St. Louis has participated as Those who choose to participate can
an organization in the United Way then make a donation tluough a gift or
campaign since 1977. One of the rea- a payroll deduction. They can even
sons the University chooses to give to choose which United Way agency to
this organization is because United give to. United Way, according to the
Way covers more than 200 health and individual agency's needs, distributes
human service agencies in the Sl funds not specified for a particular
Louis region. "It's a Jot easier to give agency.
While it welcomes money from
to one entity that encompasses so
many. As a public institution, you students as well, UM-St. Louis does
can't say one is better than the other; not solicit monetary donations from
we just try to remain as giving as pos- students. "We typically don't ask stusible to all of the agencies in the dents just because they have a lot
region," Rockette said..
going on as it is," Rockette said. "But
The University is one of numerous if th.ey wish to give, that's wonderful.
organizations in the bi-state area that We \\ dcome that."

o

f
s e

from page 1

Senator Maida Coleman, Assistant Minority Floor Leader, addresses those who attended the
"Lunch with a Legisla1or" Tuesday, October 14, which was held in the Grand Tier Lobby of the
Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Center. The Luncheon was sponsored by the ASMU.

MURRAY,

Joe Flees, coordinator with Student Life and Alumni Relations, looks through paperwork during
the SGA's monthly meeting held Friday afternoon. SGA has passed resolutions for the polley, but
this will be the first time that the policy has been put into effect.

The policy states that the UM
System will not discriminate against
anyone for his or her sexual orientation. This is being added to the antidiscrimination policy of the system.
Issues such as age, race, disabilities
i' and sex are examples of non-discrimination policy previously noted by the
University. The policy will affect students, staff and faculty.
Not everyone agrees with the passage of the policy. Different beliefs of
people are always controversial. ''I'm
I very happy to see that this went
through; it's something that everyone
has been fighting for," Runde said. "I
know there are mixed feelings on it
because everyone has different beliefs
for it."
SGA has passed resolutions for the
policy, but this will be the flISt time
that the policy has been put into effect
AlJ of the other UM campuses have
also passed similar resolutions, but
have never gone through. The majority of most other public research universities have already passed such
policies.
Board members, as well as UM
System President Elson Floyd are all
new, since the issue arose about five
years ago. SGA members can be recognized for bringing the issue up time

and time again, to the passage of it
With this amendment, some feel
that they will be able to become more
open with sexual orientation issues. "I
think that we need to have an open

campus where we can all feel welcorned and feel that we can be here
and get an education without having
to worry about what people think or
are saying," Runde said..

Seeking promotional help on
Saturday 10/25 and upcoming
events' for well-known
animation company.
Looking for enthusiastic staff for
day event at Union Station.
$13-$16/hr depending on position.
Contact Promosynthesis at
952-746-1246 or email
admin@promosynthesis.com

from page 1

For about 20 ye.ars, Murray has
taught communications at UM-St.
Louis. This is just one of the many
other awards that he has obtained. In
1986, Murray was president of AJHA
and was able to present Kobre with
the very first award.. "He was very
grateful for the honor and a great role
model for people like me who teach
mass
communication
history,"
Murray said.
Attending school
at UMColumbia, Murray obtained his Ph.D .
in 1974. He worked at the University
of Louisville before coming to UMSt. Louis. He founded the communication program there, allowing many
students to choose that campus for
their degree.
Awards from the National

Communications
Association,
International Radio and Television
Society and author or editor of six
books, 26 journal articles and 40 book
reviews, are just some of Murray's
accomplishments. "His college teaching career has spanned 29 years and
has been a disti nguished one, recognized by a variety of organizations
with awards for his teaching excellence," Sloan said in his nomination
letter.
His articles and reviews have
appeared in American Journalism,
]owllalism
and
Mass
Communication
Quarterly,
Journalism History, Journal of
Communication and many others.
Murray accepted the Missouri
Governor's Award for Teaching

Excellence from Governor Mel
Carnahan.
Also nominated by students, Sloan
was not the only person to recognize
Murray. Murray stressed how much
of an honor it is to see that students
are recognizing him. One student
wrote, "I always found Dl·. Murray's
classes stimulating and challenging,
but what has always impressed me
the most was the individual attention
he provided to each srudent."
Murray said that many people
have been congratulating him around
the campus. "It's a humbling experience to get these, even if you've been
teaching for a long time like I have,"
Murray said. "It has a hig effect on
you because you start thinking about
the impact you have had on people ."

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me
Jason Kucma is a Third-year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated
from Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology
concentrating in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the
human body. The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know.
The most logical step for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic
so I could truly help people" .
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited
nearly half of the chiropractic colleges in the United States.
"Logan is in the perfect location in a safe, residential area.
The Admissions staff are very friendly and helpful and the
faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning
environment blending a rigorous chiropractic program with
diverse and active student population. If you are looking
for a healthcare career that offers tremendous personal
satisfaction, professional success and income
commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan College of
Chiropractic today and explore your future.
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Is the grocery strike Justified.

"',then local 655 UFC\V union
workers de id d to strike on Oct. 8.
they were doing wh at they tho ught
necessary to prove a point. Seventytwo percent of these who attended
the meeting voted in favor of the
action. They fel t that the c iltract
offered was unfair and accepting it
would hurt workers in the long run.
One disadvama.gc to the pmjected
contract was an increase in health
care fees. Higher deductihles and copayments wou ld affect everyone
who purchased insurance. No initial
raise was offered; instead three 25cent raises over the next four years
were planned. The t"irst raise would
not go into effect until July of next
year. This mise would only apply to
those employe-s currently making
$9 an hour or more.
For those employees supporting a
family, the e raises would be insufficient. If the stores are able to pay
temporary workers $iO to $1-.50 an
hour, then ihey should be able to
provide
their
emplo yees
with better
rates. Shop
n
S ave
emplo yee s
are striking while

\-Vhile striking and complaining and

boycotting all seem be an American
traditio n for attempting to effect
change, sometimes one has to swallow
one's own principles and desires to be
reclistic and survive.
Take. for example, the grocery store
empioyees whD are on strike or have
been locked out (by their labor union
and not by their employers as their
signs imply) and have a few problems
with their reasoning, or lack thereof.
First, during the strike, the employees areeaming only $100 per week. No
one can live off that, especially workers
who have families.
Secon<L since we are a capitalist
society and a free state, any employee
may decide to find a different job that
meets his qualifications for a job, whatev r those qualifications might be~
Polite society is often horrified and
looks down upon those who take a job
based on i~ salary, but income potential is a valid qualification.
Third, supermarkets do not control
insurance rates. Everyone's insurance
premiums are incre.asing while their
benefits are decreasing. It is a national
issue, not affected by labor
unions or grocery stcres.
Fourth, how many
striking employees
will10se their jobs
because of
the number
of
customers
they forced
to turn to

The grocery strike
is affecting pretty
much everyone in

St. Louis, from
workers to con

5

sumers. Everyone
has his or her opinions on whether it
is good or bad, but
in the end, everyone loses with a
strike this large,
both workers and
consumers.

Wesupst
One way or the
other t he strike
needs to end. The
workers feel they
are in the right,
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"Our Opinion" reflects
the majority opinion
of the Editorial Board.

LET ERS

employee of Schnucks and
Dierbergs are lock d out. Some local
655 workers have said that the raise
is like a slap in the face because of
the seniority that they hold. Jt would
take a clerk approximately five years
to reach a rate of $ 12.50.
Vendor tacking was to go into
effect. cau ing some workers · posito
become
ob o lete .
tions
Departments such as liquor would be
affected under this change. Another
downside to the ontract was the
addition of work hour on lew
Year's Day. In the past, the store has
been closed fo r Christmas Da y,
Thanksgiving, E a'tef and N ew
Year's Day. Under the proposed contract, workers would only be left
with three holidays to spend with
their families .
Overall, the local 655 employees
did what was right in voting down
the contract. They have to draw a
line somewhere and with the increases in health care and ridiculous pay
raises, workers were justified in what
they have chosen to do.

eel)' markets?

As for the other people affected by
the strike£-the custOlllers-do they
really enjoy spending extra rooney for
groceries by shopping at other nontriking grocery stores? Vl'hile the strikers, presumably, do not mean to add
financial stress on those they were
hired to help, the picketing means that
those who refuse to cross the picket
lines must use more of their income to
uy food and support themselves and
their famili .
For those who do cross the picket
lines. they will find still mostly wellstocked supennarkets with friendly
workers and no lines. Unfortunately,
the striking is also affecting the quality
of food. Since most areas of the stores
have heen shut down--cleli, butcher,
seafood, bakery, etc.--the selection of
food is smaller.
So the strikers, who are choosing
not to be paid to get salary raises, have
hillt the taste and nutrition of the food
they were hired to sell and caused
financial burden on their past consumers who now shop elsewhere.

while the store
operators feel they
are in the right. It
is a quandry that
accompanies all

strikes.
Tell us what you think! Dro~ us
a line at the office, 388 MSC,
or online at our Web site
www.th~rrentoo(jne.com.

MAIL

The Current
388 Millennium Student Center
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121

FAX
(314) 516-6811
E -MAIL

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should be
brief, and those not exceeding 200
words will be given preference.
We edit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect, correctness, intent or grammar. All letters
must be signed and must include
a daytime phone number. Students
must include their
student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must include
their title(s) and department(s).
Editor-in-chief reserves the right
to respond to letters. The Current
reserves the right to deny letters.

Bow do you feel about the
topics we've written about?

• The grocery strike
• People you should know
• Midtenn apathy

You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums at
TheCurrentOnline.com

People at UMSL
you should know

studen~.

UM-Sl Louis is a pretty big school. experience fighting for the
With e=llment sitting somewhere in Schwadron is proof positive that
the vicinity of 16,000 studen~, it's easy Republicans can be compassionate.
Joyce Mushaben, director of the
for studen~ to overlook some important people who do a lot for the school Institute for Women's and Gender
and do their best to help in any way Studies
they caJL So I arn going to highlight
Joyce Mushaben has come to the
some people who may
forefront of student
not get the recognition
advocacy in recent
they deserve.
weeks with the incident
Joe Flees, Student
of the pervert in the
G 0 v ern men t
Clark Hall bathroom,
but even before then
Association immediate adviser and coorshe was always quick to
dinator for the vice
join the fray if there was
even a hint of somechancellor of student
affairs
one's lights being vioJoe spent last year
lated. As a professor of
working as the director
political science, she
of the Alumni Office
really knows her stuff
and has stepped into
when it comes to the
his new position this
.JASON GRANGER
American
political
year. Flees is one of
Editor-in-Cbie!
scene. She is an invaluthose guys who goes
able source of informaabout his business quietly and does not tion ranging from foreign policy and
demand the spotlight, but he is an presidential working to women's sufinvaluable asset to the University. frage and human rights.
Oftentimes he has projec~ and jobs
Thomas George, chancellor of
tossed in his lap and he takes them on ~1-St Louis
without complaint An advocate of tius
The new kid on the block, George
newspaper, Flees has been willing to does a number of things most studen~
step up to the plate when it is something never hear about I am fortunate to be in
he believes in. On top of that, he seems the position I arn as it makes me privy
to have a never-ending supply of nifty to a lot of information the bulk of the
sweaters.
student body does not hear about, and
Adam Schwadron, SGA vice when it comes to George, all I've heard
chairman
so far are rave reviews. The few times I
Most people who have heard of have talked to him, he has been
Adam Schwadron know him as one of extremely helpful and quick to help
the candidates in last year's SGA presi- when he can. If this is not a fa~e
dential debacle. However, Schwadron (which I doubt it is, since he seems very
works his tail off for this school and sincere), then UM-St Louis may finaldoes not get near the credit he deserves ly have a chancellor who is for the stufor doing so. As SGA vice cbair, he den~ rather than new buildings and
wields a fair amount of power without grants. And he is also unafraid to wear
abusing it He has the best interests of a tie-dyed T-shirt and cut-off shomo
the studen~ at heart and he is always
There are several others on this
willing to hear a student's complaints campus who do not get the credit they
and will offer to help, or at the least deserve. Those of us in more visible
some advice, when he can. If he does positions (such as myself) should do
not know, he can direct students to our best to point out the hard work they
someone who does. He also works for do. They make our jobs much easier
the Associated Studen~ of the and are always willing to help out in
University of Missouri, so he has some any way they can.

Midterm apathy, anyone?

I made a tuna casserole this week. cleaning or writing lette.rs to fQurth
No, I do not have children. No, I Was- cousins if you stay home,
n'tforced. Yes, it was just for me. There
The fire has die<L friends. While
were no witnesses to this crime against hard-core partying will probably not
my generation, but I feel the need to set you back on track, neither will
confess. This is due to my recognition earnestly telling your friends that you
that, though far from a sign of the are staying in to study, when you know
Apocalypse, something has gone more you will be cleaning your fridge or
than a little wrong .
picking your toes while
Now hold on there,
you stare at a blank
casserole lovers. I
screen and blinking
mean no harm to this
cursor.
humble and, well,
So get out Set a
squishy dish. My contime, make a plan, just
cern is less with conget out and do somesumption and more
thing-gasp-recrewith production. Think
ational. I know, I know,
carefully now. What
this is risky. You are
could it mean when a
either worried that you
solitary woman, still
wi Il be too distracted to
clinging to her (albeit
enjoy yourself, or that
dwindling) 20s, and
you will lose all
NICHOLE LECLAIR
surrounded by restauwillpower and never
Managing Editor
ran~, chooses to conget back to work.
coct a twenty-serving
You'll flunk out and
food item best known for grossing out wander the countryside selling term
children and making Sparn look attrac- papers and creating bad street art. If no
tive? Simple answer: Midterm Apathy. one is nearby to slap you, please oblige
In case you are not yet familiar with by doing so yourself. I'll wait. ...
. the phenomenon, Midterm Apathy is
Better? Good. Now take your
characterized by extreme lethargy, glassy-eyed and cheerless self out for a
inefficiency, guilt, boredom and the couple of hours. Whisper to your subacute awareness that you have at least conscious the following: 1.) It would
as much work ahead of you as behind. take me two hours to clean/write
It has been known to cause strange to/pick at my [fill in blank] anyway; 2.)
deviations
from
normal I will be refreshed; 3.) I will be more
behavior-especially deviations that efficient upon my return, and 4.) As
allow a student to feel productive and long as I know when I'm coming back
virtuous while wasting inlpressive peri- (functional), I can avoid the guilt of
ods of time.
leaving my work.
At this point where studying
Yeah, yeah, I know, you don't have
becomes serious and assignments clos- time. That's what I said about going out
er and heavier, you realize you cannot for dinner. Two minutes to a store or
see the end of it all. It's too horrible to restaurant, about 4D minutes for the
think that every day, every week, will casserole. Made sense at the time, and
be lived in this frantic/sleep- for the following two days, and ...well,
deprived/sluggish state for the dura- once you've eaten it for breakfast col<L
tion. You've got too much work and you've already confirmed your instaguilt to actually enjoy yourself if you bility. Believe me, you don't have time
go out, but you just end up cooking, . not to take a break:.
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what is the best
Halloween costume
ever

r~·

Jillian Collins
Freshman,
Criminal Justice

----,,---

Patrick Judge
Freshman,
Criminology

---,,----

Whitney Clement
Freshman,
Public Relations

Marcus Payne
Senior,
Marketing

----,,---

---,,---I think the Freddy Krueger
costume is the best one.

I like the classical Michael
Myers costume.

One year this kid wore a
scream mask that oozed blood.
It freaked my mom out.

I dressed up as a refridgerator
once!

"

"

"

"
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File trading for biologists

Should there be a Napster for science?
urn-

! .

BY CATHERINE MARQUIS.....

HOMEYER
__._._..__._- --_._
._ _ - ..

Science Columnist

Instead of .reading about a science
discovery this week, let us tell a tale of
science publishing itself.
Science publishers are now facing a
new challenge, the way record companies faced the advent of online song
releases and Napster's music sharing,
with the startup of new free online sci~ ence journals. Previously these journals
had been more modest efforts but in
October 2003, Public Library of
Science (PloS), a non-profit devoterl to
the idea of free access science publishing, started an online peer-reviewed
biology journal that is intended to rival
I such fut-rate scientific journals as
Nature and Science. But the issues are
not quite the same for the artists as for
the scientists.
The new online journal is quite
appealing and makes the research
accessible to the layperson as well as
I the scientist by providing summaries
for the non-scientists along with the scientific paper itself. This aspect is a real
positive and would be nice to see more
summaries of research studies available
like this to the interested general public.
But the effect this new approach to science publishing might have on the scientific community is less cl~1I.
Science research really rests on science publishing. The whole idea
behind academic research is that the
free exchange of ideas spurs more
ideas. In the computer worleL this is the
same as open source coding. If the
~ source code is open !\Ild free to all, then
a whole group of minds work on
improving the code instead of employing just a few minds that have access to
proprietary infornlation. Right now.
tbose ideas are exchanged though scientific journals like ature or Science.
~ Research articles are submitteD to the
Journals and go though an evaluallon
process called peer-review to determine if they are worthy of publication.
The articles that pass this screening step
are published in the journal. These articles are then read by other scientists in
the field and hopefully spark new ideas
4 for research.
While the information is supposed
to be freely excbangecL there is a
price-the cost of the journals that pub-lish scientific research. These journals
are not cheap; in fact they are quite
expensive, prohibitively high for many
~ in the general public or for struggling
young scientists to have as individual
subscriptions.
In a sense, the high cost of the journals puts limits on the exchange of
information. But the situation is much
more tricky than that. There are ways to
. get this inforn1ation without a personal
subscription. As students at a Wliversity, you have full access to all these
materials because the Wliversity sub-sClibes to these publications through
the library, as a needed service for students in those sciences. You need only
.' go to the library to read nearly all the

science research you want. If your
versity doesn't subscribe to a particular
publication, there are exchange programs with other universities that will
get you the information with a little
more effort. There is the issne of scientists in less technologically advanced
countries, but here again there is more
access to the information than the cover
price of the joumals would lead you to
believe. You could hardly be a graduate
student in, say, tropical ecology, if you
didn't have access to the latest research
in your field. Impoverished graduate
students cannot to afford to buy these
journals, so the school provides them,
and you pay for the subscription
through your student fees.
The price of the journals to those
who want to read the research is how
these publications are funded. The
research articles in the journals are sub-mitted to the journal for peer-review,
which means a panel of experts in the
field of study reviews the research to be
published and determines if it is worthy
of publication. The most prestigious
journals have the most stringent review
before publication. A paper that passes
review and gets published is an accomplishment and can make or break a
career. You know that old saying, "pub-lish or perish"? But the reseru'chers who
submit articles do not pay to be pub-lished and are not paid by the journal.
The funds to cover publication costs
arId to pay the review panel come from
the journal's subscribers.
There has been a gathering trend
that questions this old practice of those
who consume the research information
paying for publishing costs, especially
since the journals receive the articles
free from the authors. The new Internet
inspired trend towards instant information exchange is already starting to take
place in physics, where papers are often
posted online prior to submission for
publication in a journal, and a few journals that publish freely online have
already been started before the launch
of the PloS site. The organization also
intends to launch a second journal in
mid-2004.
While there are plenty of parallels to
Napster, these are also very cliffe,rent
situations. The two big questions that
have to be asked are: Is this free-access
option really needed and what will be
the costs behind it?
The fact that penniless grad students
can access this information make.s the
first issue look questionable. Ct:iL.1lly,
at1yone can gain aceess to a great deal
of the information, ut one does need
connection to a university or a business
willing to pay for the subscription to
have complete access to infom1ation.
That means it is generally available to
students, professors alld professionals
in the field and les so to the general lay
public. Since it is available to those
doing the scientific work. it doesn' t
seem to be a barrier to the kind of information exchange needed to spur scientific discovery. In fact, patents and proprietary restrictions on private research
are the greater barrier to free exchange
of iuformatiou.
Nothing is ever really free; somebody has to pay the costs to publish
these scientific journals. The new journal provides free access to anyone who
warlts to read it online, so the reader at
the end is not the one who pays, as is
exactly the case for the traditional journals. For the new journals, the scientists
whose research is published pay the
fees. The costs involveD include the
printing costs as well as editing at1d layout and the costs of peer-review. Peerreview means that distinguished scientists, whose credentials ar-e well estab-lishecL read and evaluate the quality of
the research in the paper and decide as

a group, using the criteria of the publication, if this particular paper is gocxl
enough to appear in the journal.
In the traditional journal, any struggling grad student can submit a paper.
There is no cost to the scientist; the
paper and research just has to be good
enough. Of course, the student or
researcher had to get funding to do the
research, but paying for this final step is
not part of their cost. That means they
do not· pay the salaries of the peer:.
review panel, the editors or graphic
designers, or the printing costs. Since
publication is essential for career
advancement in science, having a paper
published in a prestigious journal is
highly competitive. The top journals
r-eceive many more submissions than
they could possibly publish. Of course,
the competitive nature of publication
means high-quality research work.
Papers that do not get published in the
top journals might find a niche in a less
well-known journal, or the researcher
tries to polish the work for another
Issue.
In free-access journals, the costs of
publication are borne by the
researchers who hope to publish, not
the readers. The cost for publication of
a single article may be fairly high,
compared to the costs of journals to
readers but several organizations that
fund research have said that they would
include cost of publication in grants.
However, for scientists working on
research that is in a less high-profile
field where funding is scarce, this could
produce a barrier to publication. The
new free-ta-readers approach might
naIlOW the variety of research about.
which scientists Call read.
Another side to the issue has to do
with the quality of the research published. In the Napster case, there were
artists who felt shut out by record company control of the kinds of music
released. Unfortunately, this comes
close to self-publishing. Here's another
analogy. Right now, most fiction books
are published because a publisher
thinks they will. sell, but a few are self
published or put out by "vanity presse-s." In these cases, if the. author has the.
money to cover the costs, the book gets
publishecL whether it is good or not.
Some great books might be published
this way, but bad ones ar-e published
too. Peel:.review acts as a gatekeeper of
quality in scientific jolUllals. The standards are stricter in the top journals but
there are journals that provide outlets
for other papers that might not get into
those top journals. There are already
science publication outlets without
peer-review but, not surprisingly, these
don't gain the authors ally publishing
credit with tlIeir science peers.
Skipping this step in free-access journals will have the same effect as it has
in traditional journals: Those publications just would not be l-egarded with
the same level of respect
The likely effe1:t is that free-online
journals will be an outlet for well-ftmded research. Well-funded research usually meatlS private industry-funded !
l-esearch. Since the information in tradi- !
tional scientific jOlUllalS is available to
most rese.archers, especially those associated with universities, it seems
unlikely that there really is a research !
infom1ation bottleneck. Since the new
free-access concept seems popular with !
big-bucks organizations that fund
research, organizations that have profit
motives, it raises questions about the
motives behind the push toward these
new journals. The industries involved
opposed Napster and continue to challenge open source coding. That's not
the case for free-access science journals' so we can guess there is likely a
profitable agenda behind them.
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The best a bum t at
you've never hard
This w eek: Alice Cooper's "Greatest Hits"
BY JASON GRANGER

-··- ------ --Editor-in-Chiij- - There are some acts out there that
are greatest-hits balld.~. What does that
mean" It meallS if you take all their
hits and stick them on an album, you
will have one incredible album. One
such act is Alice Cooper (the group, not
the individual, though the two are not
mutually exclusive). I like Alice
Cooper, but not enough to buy
all his albums, so I went out
and bought his greatest hits compilation that
was released in
1974. Featuring all
the Alice Cooper
you could want,
there is some
great
rock
and roll here.
The
album struts
with
out
one of the
b est
teenage
at1gst songs
of all time.
"I
m
Eighteen" is
right up there
with
"My
Generation" by
The Who and
"Smells Like Teen
Spirit" by Nirvana In
this song, Alice Cooper
(the lead singer of the band
Alice Cooper), talks about the confusion of being 18, being stuck in the
middle of manhood alld boyhood. The
chorus tells us "I'm 18 and I don't
know what I wantlI'm 18 and I just
don't know what 1 wat1tJ18 and I gotta
get awSlY." 18 is such a confounding
age and this song illustrates that point
clearl y. You really get the feeling that
Alice is about to crack up when he
sings "I've got a baby's brain and an
old man's heart!Took 18 years to get
this farlDon ' t alway know what I'm
talking aboutfFeel like I'm living in

the middle of doubt." Those of you
who are still 18 will find it very easy to
associate with this song.
Next up on our list is the classic
anti-school song "School's Out."
Regar'ded on the same level as Pink
Floyd's "Another Brick in the Wall pt.
II" (the "we don't need no education"
song for

been blown to pieces," which is a great
thought at that age? This is definitely a
song to rock to.
Finally, we will discuss "No More
Mr. Nice Guy," Alice Cooper's best
song (as a group or solo). Made popular again by the cult film "Dazed and
Confused," this is one of my all-time
favorite songs. I cannot help but tum
up my ster-eo when it comes on. This
song is vintage Cooper, loud guitru·s
and good IYlics with a hint of
hurnor thrown in for good
Ph~ courtesy Warnel" Bl'otbers Records
measure. This song is a
story of the fonner
goody-goody Alice
Cooper who has
become a bad
ass when he
nice guys
finish last.
In the best
lyrics in
the song,
Cooper
sings "My
dog bit me
on the leg
today/My
cat clawed

m

the
great wlwashed) as an anti--education
anthem, it is just a great rock alld roll
tune with amusing lyrics. Cooper has
said that when the band was writing
thi s song, they knew it would help
move albums, but hey, it's still a great
song. The chorus is legendary and can
be heard ringing throughout many a
subw-b on the last day of school. Who
did not love hearing "School's out for
summer/School' out forever/School'

y

eyes/Mom's
been thrown
out of the social
circJe/Dad has to
hidell
went
to
chur-chllncognito when
everybody rose/The Rev.
Smith said he recognized
melAnd punched me in the
noseINo more Mr. Nice GuylNo more
Mr. Clean!He said 'You're sick,
'you're obscene.'"
In recent years, Cooper appeared to
be doing everybody else's music but
his own. In the ' 80s, he even tried to be
a hair-metal singer. I recently heard his
new song, "Novocain," and I am glad
to l-eport that he is returning to his
rdots: flat out rock and roll . Until his
new alburn comes out, content yourself
with his greatest hits, it's a flat out gocxl
time.

What do the readers think:
Results from the weekly web poll:
Who will lead the Blues in scoring this season?

Keith Tkachuk
Doug Weight
Pavol Demitra
Petr Sejna
AI Macinnis
Chris Pronger
Someone else
Results via 11o'1I'1\·. thecurrentonline.com

33%
• 0%
• 0%

•

•

•
0%

0%
33%
33%

•

•
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Segregation never went

.More breast cancer awareness ~~ay, it j'!~~Mn~~~'~O~~ ,!~~~o~~~,

Dear Editor,
I jnst wanted to bring to the attention of all another breast cancer awareness camapign that was not mentioned
in the most recent edition of The
f. Current. Attached is the infonnation
for The Judy Ride, a foundation dedi-

cated to the early detection and prevention of breast Cat1cer. They have a
record of putting 95% of funds raised
into research and maD1mograrns for un
arId underinsured women in the SI.
Louis area as well as some outreach to
far reaching areas such as the bootheel

where people cannot afford to go to
doctors much less have a manuno-gram.
Thanks for the forum to share our
cause'
Dawn Ruehl

Dear editor:
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH

Sincerely,
BLAH BLAH BLAH

Wri' :e a letter to the editorl
current@ jinx.umsl.edu

Your editorial about segregation
making a comeback implies that at
some point it ceaseD to exist. You are
correct about legal segregation being
outlawed in the 1960's, but selfimposed segregation has continued to
exist in all of our society. In St. Louis
in particular, voluntary segregation
appears to be the nonn in social alld
religious life, and few neighborhoods
are racially mixed Even the students
in area middle and high schools can be
observed gathering together according
to race, so no one should he surprised
by seeing this same behavior at
UMSL.
This is not to say that such behavior
is right, only to say that it is not unusual' People tend to socialize with others
who share their interests and make
them feel comfortable, alld they may
happen to be of the same race. The students you observed socializing together in the Nosh obviously feel comfortable around each other, and the source
of this comfort may well be their
shared racial or ethnic background.
U!VlSL's black students make up
less than 15% of its 15,000+ total students, at1d being in the minOlity can be

ity gives one arl automatic sense of
comfort that a minority student will
never knOw. Just imaginc that you are
the only white student in a class of thirty minorities, at1d you will get an idea
of how many minority students on
carnpus feel everyday.
This feeling of isolation is one of
the reasons why there is a need for
clubs like the Associated Black
Collegians. When you rhetorically
asked how comfortable black students
would be at a White Business Student
Association meeting, I wondered if
you realized that the actual Association
is predominantly white'J Whites don't
need separate clubs, because they
already belong to the main club.
Your claim that having separate
clubs for minority students is comparable to having separate water fountains
is inaccurate, because in the latter there
was no freedom of choice.
Segregation in U.S. history was about
humiliation, degradation, at1d intimidation, alld not just separation. These
separate clubs for minorities serve a
valuable purpose, at1d that is to help
these students achieve their goals.
Certainly, there are many organiza-

services, and they are adCXJuale for
someone in the majority who does not
have the added bur-den of being diiTerent. However, minority students,
whethcr you agree or not, may also
have special needs such as language
difficulties or lack of adequate academic preparation, arId they may feel
more comfortable getting help from
someone who has had similar' life
experiences. This is why the Disabled
Students Organization exists, because
they have needs that are different from
non-disabled students, at1d not just
physical limitaLions. The time has not
come to abat1don these organizations;
in fact, there will likely be a need for
more of them in the future.
Lastl y, please don't interpret
minorities socializing together as a
sign of racial problems. If I see a
group of white students together, I
don't assume that they don't associate
with minorities. I have friends of all
races, but sometimes I happen to eat
with people who look like me.
RozGomez
Senior
SpanishJEducation
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Athletes shine at Midnight Madness
BY ANGELA A $ HLEY

Staff Writer

At 10 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct 14,
nearly 400 lflYi-St. Louis students
gathered in the Mark Twain Building,
aU waiting for the fIlst ever Midnight
Madness to begin.
The night was a collaborative
effort, sponsored and hosted by several athletic coaches, faculty and the
Office of Student Life.
"1 call it the coalition of the willing," said Todd Taylor, admissions
officer for the Pierre Laclede Honors
ColJegc. P11zes and money were collected and donated by different campus organizations , and the event came
together ill just a fe w weeks.
Students receive.d raffle tickets at
the entrance. and enjoyed free pizza
and soda. Activities began at 10:30
p,m. in the gym, and students took
their seats in the bleachers to watch.
The UM -SI. Louis chcerleading
squad began the night with a performance.
"The turnout was better than we
expected. The petfonnance went
great, and the crowd seemed really
into it," said Andrea Williams. senior.
elementary education.
Kevin Ottley! The Cun'('nt

see M i DN i GHT, page 8

UMSL Basketball p layers indulge in a hearty laugh during Midnight Madness at the Mark Twain Athletic complex. Both
men's and women's teams later performed for the 800+ crowd that showed up for the event.
.
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Finding your
direction with
The Compass
BY KATE DROLET

Features Editor
Counseling services offers a
variety of resources for students,
including academic, personal and
career counseling. The organization recently opened a new office
on South Campus that will cater to
residents.
"One of our goals has been to
increase visibility and accessibility
on campus," said Jamie Linsin,
counseling psychologist and coordinator of outreach for Counseling
Services. "In moving to South
Campus, I hope that we c,m open
accessibility to students."
Linsin described the new
office, known as The Compass, as
a place where students can touch
base briefly and find infonnation
about Counseling Services.
"It is intended as a place where
students can ask questions, get
infOimation and get referrals," said
Linsin.
Staff members of The Compass
can provide both on- and off-campus referrals to students seeking
counseling.
A variety of pamphlets on topics of concern to colJege students
are available on the wau outside of
the office. The information ranges
from alcohol to acquaintance rape
to academics.
Linsin explained that The
Compass is not just for students
who are seeking counseling for
themselves.

see COUNSELING , page 8

College life is fu ll of drama, decisions and
other daily issues . Stud nts face an ongoing
challenge of juggling bfe and making th right
deci ions.
The Horizons Peer Educators at M-St.
Louis is a group of dedicated undergraduates
whose foc us is providing educational resow'C s
, and he lpful i sues relevan t to college tudents.
,
The Horizons motto is "Students Helping
Students ."
Peer education is yet another way for students to get involved on campus and develop
friendships while helping fellow -tudents.
''The peer educators give presentations on
stre s managemenl make referrals fo r students
who need more assistance on campu . :ct up
tables on campus tJlat provide in fonnation on
healthy rel ationships. communication skills and
study ski lls," said James Linsill, fac ulty ad visor
for Horizons .
Currently about 15 people work as peer educators, with five core individual who are committed to work at least five hours a week on various projects . The other 10 peers put in their
time with the group when their hedule allows
for it.
L insin feels that one of the maj or benefits of
Horizons is that students are more I ikely to listen and hear positive feedb a k coming from

Horizons seeks to educate

other students.
"With many wide-range di vel e topics being discu. sed, there is a greater
impact with getting messages
across to the colJege popUla-

www.UlllsLeduistudentlifelhorizons.com
to receive an application. Once a student
turns in his or her application, a brief
interview will be scheduled and a letter of
reference may be required.
Horizons holds weekly meetings on
Tuesdays at 3 p.m. Those who are peer
tion from other peers of the ~!~~r'=======
same
age." Linsin said.
-:
..
educators on a volunteer basis are
T he Horizons office is
required to attend one meeting per month.
located in the Peer Resource
At the meetings, the educators plan
Center. located in room 125
upcoming programs and events in
of th Millermium Student
advance. Student involvement and other
Center. The center is next to
pertinent subjects are also discussed.
the offices of the Counseling,
Upcoming events include a winter
Health and Disabi lity Access
stress table, which will be held before the
Services .
~vinter final ex.ams, and a safe spring
This semester. Horizons
~reak event, which wilJ promote safe and
has assisted with campus
~cohol-free vacations.
events such as the ational
Horizons has sponsored and co-sponDepre si on Screening Wcek,
310red manv even~ at UM-St Louis in the
~tyear. where the peers handed out
imormational pamphle~ on
~ "Last year, we held infonnational
how to deal with stre,')S; and
~ooths at UMSL's :tviirthday and Expo,"
the Battle of the Sexes. which
"- said Carlos Tulsie, Horizons' Student
gave students the chance to Jamie Linsin, a psychologist with Counseling Services, serves as Government Association representative. "Some other past ex.citing events
relieve stress and have fim.
Advisor to the Horizons Peer Educators group.
Christy McElroy, student
were the Valentines table. That offered
director for Horizons , decided to become a peer that were similar with helping others within the ideas for what couples could do and what single
educator because he wanted to get involved on community," McElroy said.
people could do. Also, we held a '17 things and
Horizons constantly recruits more volun- places that studen~ could do during winter
campus ..lui advertisement recruiting studen~
teers. All students are welcome to apply. Those break' ," he said.For more infonnation on
led her to Horizons.
"After I saw the ad seeking more peer educa- interested in becoming a peer educator can stop Horizons activities, colJege issues or becoming
tors, I went and applied for the job because I had by the Peer Resource Office, Counsebng a peer educator, stop by the Peer Resource
or
visit Center or call 516-5730.
belonged to previous activities in high school Services

i

Res. Life lets loose Seasonal depression affects students
other, the trees and the ground with
shaving
cream
provided
by
Staff Writer
Residential Life.
From Thursday at 10 a.m. until
The Office of Residential Life at Friday at 10 a.m., residents enjoyed
UM-St Louis houses several hundred free laundry privileges.
"I can't even begin to telJ you how
studen~ each year. To show residents
their appreciation, the office orga- excited I was about that, " said Stock.
On Thursday night, members of
nized a Resident Appreciation Week
that ran from Monday, Oct. 13, until the Residence HaJJ Association sponsored a free trip to the Funny Bone
Friday, Oct. l7.
The week kicked off on Monday comedy club in Westport Pl aza.
On Friday night, students made
with Trash Night Students set their
of Bellerive
garbage outside of their doors in tied s,mores outside
plastic bags. John Klein, director of Residence HaJJ.
In addition to the planned events,
Residential Life and Housing, and
resident advisors and assistants the Office of Residential Life made
walked through each residence hall to other smaller gestures of appreciation.
collect the trash.
Banners reading, "We love our resi"I don' t think there was anyone dents," hung in each of the residential
halls. The Office of
that rlidn't p31iicipate in
Trash Night," said
Student Life donated
Klein.
key chains that were
Megan Stock, freshplaced in each resiman, undecided, is a
dent' s mailbox. Also
placed in the mailof
Villa
resident
Residential HalL "It
boxes were 100
"Though this is our
was reaJJy nice to have
Grand
candy bars
first t ime trying this
and notes saying that
them do that for us. My out, we definitely plan
the residents were
roommate and I were
to do it again.
"wOlih more than
pretty happy to have a
100 Grand."
break."
Tuesday, residents
The University
were treated to a special
Bookstore also honored residen~ with a
dinner. Tables in The
Nosh were set with
weekJong discount
linens, china and silveroffer.
Residents
received 20 percent off their purchasware.
"It's nice to use something besides es, along with a.gift.
"It's been really nice to have it this
Styrofo31n and plastic every once in a
while," said Klein. He worked with week. The fun activities have reaUy let
ChartwelJs to create a special dinner me take my mind off the stress of my
that would be available only to resi- midtemlS," said Stock.
"Though this is our first time trydents. Then he and other members
from the Office of S I1Jdent Life served ing this out, we definitely plan to do it
again. The feedback from the students
students.
The fun continued on Wednesday has been incredible,'· said Klein. "It's
with a shaving cream fight all the important for residents to know that
front lawn of Provincial House. the campus appreciates them and
Students and staff decorated each would not be special without them."
BY ANGELA ASHLEY

--"--
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BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Features Associate

Wann days are quickly becoming a thing of the past as the temperature drops and the
days grow shorter. While
some students welcome
the 3lTIval of this time of
year, many
symptoms of depression
dUling
the
winter
months.
The
National
Mental Health
Association
website
defines these
symptoms as
Seasonal
Affective
Disorder.
According to the
organization, as
seasons change,
"biological internal
clocks
undergo a shift
caused partly
by change in
sunlight patterns."
ColJege students are especiaJJy vulnerable to
depression because of
aU the physical and mental stress
they experience. According to the
American
Psychological
Association, 53 percent of colJege
students have experienced depression
since entering college.
Depression of any kind can lead to
a drop in academic perlonnance. Thad
Metz, associate professor in philosophy, says that he notices at least a
slight drop in attendance to his classes
during the winter months.

*

Melinda McCoy, junior, psycholo-

sugar and starches.
Justin Freistein, senior, communiby the weather.
cations, does not notice a significant
Although
change in his mood during the colder
months, but thinks that many of his
'ho
classmates avoid coming to school
because, "people get sick of the cold
and want to see the sun." Freistein also
\
attributes low classroom attendance to
constant traffic problems.
Many college studen~ experience some degree of these
winter blues. Doctors have
not found any signlficant
preventative measures that
can be taken to prevent
SAD. Experts do recommended staying physically
active and gaining ex.posure
to as much light as possible. Students Can also
combat some of the
effects by preparing
emotional
for
changes before the
temperature drops.
Research has
also shown that St
101m's Wort
light therapy can
be
effective
treatments for
severe
cases.
While the herb's
real medicinal
value has not been
determined, it may
have nothing more than
a placebo effect, which
stilJ works for many SAD
sufferers. Light therapy is a
Illustration by Shannon Hoppel The Current
complex method of using
does not think she misses more class light throughout the day to change
during the winter, McCoy also notices one's internal biological sense of time.
fewer people in her classes.
Students who think that they, or a
Besides feelings of hopelessness, friend, may be suffering from depresirritability and extreme frustration, sion can contact Counseling Services
symptoms of seasonal depression at 526-5711, or visit the officeslocatinclude excessive sleeping, weight ed in 126 MSC or on the 1 0und floor
gain and a craving for foods high in of Seton Hall.

gy, says her mood tends to be affected

~

*
/
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The University of Missouri-St. Louis opened in 1963
on the grounds of the old Bellerive Country Club.
u.,
o
Come see how we've grown.

UMSL Open House
Satur . ay, Oct. 25t ,Noon - 5 p.m.

DISCOVER l\llat's New At UMSL
~

Blanche M. Thuhj]]
Performing Arts Center

Jt. Childrens Activities
Storytelling
Interactive & Educational Games

Original Drama - 1:00 and 4:00 p .m .

Jt. l\1lillennium Student Center

~

Art Exhibits
Gallery 210
Gallery FAB
st. Louis Mercantile Tjbrary

~

Health

Financial Aid vVorkshop
Car eer Services Worksh op

Jt.

~Iini

Presentations

Crime in Cinema
Virhlal St. Louis History ToUr
Extracting DNA
CTeative WritLllg
~

Sports Activities
1:00 p.m. Volleyball Game
Basketball Mini-Camp
Open Gym

Vision Screenil1gs
Blood Pressure Screenings
~

1960s Musical Flashback

~

Technolo~

Demonstrations

Continuolls Shuttle Rus Tours, Refreshments,

and much, much more...

<lite Current:
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Life group seeks to
recruit, spread the word

October 20,2003

After the cheerleaders finished
their routine, students pulled out their
raffle tickets and recei ved prizes,
inclucbng UM-St. Louis t-shirts, gift
celtificates to the bookstore,
Cardinals tickets, free parking passes
and 12 free credit hours.
After giving away several prizes,
more numbers were called to select
people for a game of musical chairs.
In the spirit of the evening, pruticipants who were given basketballs
were required to make a lay-up before
returning to their seats.
The UM-St. Louis sports teams
were introduced next. Men and
women of the soccer, tennis, softball

and baseball teams told the aucbence
their name, major and hometown.
After the introductions, more door
plizes were awru'ded and students
played another game.
Chancellor Thomas George was
present for Midnight Madness.
"This is great," he said. "We never
expected a crowd this large. This is
the first time we've tried this event,
and the campus responded well. We
would really 'likc to see it become an
rumual event."
The UM-St. Louis Bames dance
team also held their first peIiormance.
"I am thoroughly excited and
impressed. We had a fabulous crowd

that had the reaction we were hoping
for. It was also awesome how the
cheerleaders showed support for us,"
said Flames Captain Array on
Farlough, junior, education.
The next event was a mattress pile
up. Two twin-sized mattresses were
placed on the gym floor, and teams
tried to fit as many students as possible on them. The winning team had
26 people .
"It was painful, but fun," said
Jessica Kuenzel, senior, biology.
The night ended with the introduction of the men and women basketball
teams, followed by a brief scrimmage.

,
anxtety.

Goodbye,
midterm
..
RiGHT:
Erica Douglas, senior, social work, takes a lesson in Yoga
from instructor Sonia Sanchez during the Midterm Holistic
Stress Relief Fair on Tuesday. The fair was sponsored by
the University Program Board and the Office of
Multicultural Relations.
BELOW:
Jaime Lomax, senior, mass communication, receives a free
massage at the stress relief fair on Tuesday from Dan
White, a masseuse with the firm A Backrub Co.

Photo lIIu_ation by Mike Sherwlnl

Just two years ago, UM-St. Louis
students Alex Kerford, junior, engineering, and Maria Curtis, junior,
English, were inspired by their church
to begin an on-campus organization.
The result of their inspir~tion is now
known as the UMSL Life Group.
Life Group is a registered organization at UM -St. Louis and is affiliated
with Jubilee Church in Webster
Groves.
What started out as meetings with
only a few students has turned into a
regular gathering of over 20 active participants.
Life Group consists of several students who attend Jubilee, along with
others who share a belief III
Christianity.
"1 would describe our group as
being a house-church, which builds
relationships throughout the corrununity and provides outreach events,"

Kelford said.
The group is open to anyone, and
the participants are not required to
belong to Jubilee Church.
Life Group holds meetings every
Thesday, 7 p.m ., in the Provincial
House on South Campus .
During each meeting, students
focus on a different religious or
human-interest topic. Most of the
meetings begin with a time of worship
with opening prayers and songs.
Members share thei.r feelings and
beliefs concerning the different topics
or discuss their favorite Bible readings
at the meetings.
Life Group members are actively
seeking new reeruits and encourage
students to attend the meetings. Jubilee
Church is also helping the group
recruit new member.; by promoting the
organization.
Life Group has already gained
recognition on campus and continues
to do so with student-oriented events.
One of the major upcoming events
is "TGIF," which will be held on

COUNSELING SERVICES,

from

"For example, if 1 have a friend
and I'm worried that they're
depressed, 1 can get information about
depression," he said. "For people who
are having difficulty, we can help
match them up with an office to go to
for more assistance. That might be
our own office or another one in the
community."
The office, originally called the
Resource Room, was named through
a contest.
Counseling Services chose the
name for several reasons.
"A compass helps people fmd their
way," said Linsin. "It makes sure
they're heading in the right direction.
That's not to say you have to be confused to visit us, but it's a place for
resources and fmding your way."
The name also cOITesponds with
theUM-St. Louis River-themed mascot and image.

Amanda Swaller, sophomore,
biology and psychology, is a resident
of Seton Hall. She appreciates the
opening of The Compass.

BY MELI SSA M C CRARY

Features Associate

1be CurMll

I

Fnday, Oct. 24, 7 p.m., III the Pilot
House. Life Group held another TGIF
event last sPling.
'The event, Thank God It's FIiday,
will focus on the theme 'What' Your
Life Story,'" Curtis said. 'There will
be different live performances by .
bands, media presentations, refre.shments, door prizes, games and a drama
where a guest speaker will cbscuss his I
own beliefs."
,
EVClY activity atTGIF will relate to
people recognizing and sharing the'
own life story.
I
Kerford belie' es that this event will I
spark more interest in the group and
help welcome more member.;.
"I think that TGIF will have an
attendance rate of at 200 people and
that it will be an overall success, with
much hard work and time devoted to
the planning of the event," Kerford
said..
People who are interested in
becoming a Life Group member can
visit the meetings or contact Curtis at
516-4357 or Kedord at 516-4412.

UMSL COLLEGE REPUBLICANS &
UNNERSfI'Y RELATIONS
Presents

6

" -Staff members of The

Compass can provide
both on- and off-campus
referrals to students

seeking counseling.

"

"It's very convenient for residents.
They did a great job making the room
intimate and inviting. I've seen coun-

selors talking to people already," she
said.
Linsin would like to achieve several goals with the opening of the office.
"} hope that it will be a place
where students feel comfOltable dropping by to ask questions and touch
base. Some people have the idea that
counseling services only helps people
with sel10US problems. We can help
with a range of situations. By being
on South Campus, we want to convey
that we're concerned about reaching
out," Linsin said.
The office, located on the ground
floor of Seton Hall, is open from 3
p.m. until 5 p.rn., Monday through
Friday. Students are welcome to stop
by at any time during those hours, and
no appointment is required. All information exchanged with counselors
follows the same confidentiality
guidelines as Counseling Services.

Attention:
STUDENTS
Want UM-St. Louis to know what is on your mind?

Write a letter to the editor.
250 words or less please ... on a topic concerning
UM-St Louis, St Louis or The Current
Send letters to current@jinx.umsl.edu, bring them to 388 MSC or go

to www.thecurrentonline.com

BEST SELLING AUTHOR
AND
PRESIDENT OF THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF POPULAR CULTURE

DAVIt) HOROWITZ
War and the Hate America Left
Thursday, October 23
6:30PM
Century Rooms
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R·women: 3 w·ns and c ounting
BY G RETCtlEN MOORE

Staff Writer

The Riverwomen swept their

we~kend on the road ~aainst Kentucky

Wesleyan and Bellarmine. They then
had a non-conference match with
WIlliam Woods to improve their overall record to 10-5-1. UM-St. Louis .
faced up against the Panthers of
Kentucky Wesleyan and left with a 4o win.
Junior fOT\vard Sonya Hauan got
her 10th and 11 th goals of the season
in the first half of play. At 10:43, she
scored off of an assist from Katie
Huelsing to put the Riverwomen up \-

o.

STEVE HARRELL

Sp011S Editor

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Questions
or

Comments?
Send me an e-mail:
invincible_ 44@hotmai1.com

WEB
Check out the R-men
and R-women sports at

www.umsl-sports.com

She added one more at 21:54 with
an assist from sophomore defender
Laura Fredrickson. The Riverwomen
outshot the Panthers 10-2 in the first
half. They Jed 2-0 at halftime.
"We were playing really well and
everything was clicking. We possessed
the ball really well. It was nice to play
up to our level and dominate the
game," Huelsing said.
It did not take the Riverwomen
long to up the ante against the
Panthers. Melissa Papa dropped two of
her 0\'111 goals within six minutes of
each other to improve the
Riverwomen's lead to 4-0.
First, at 50:02, Papa got her first
goal of the season off an assist from
Huelsing. The duo teamed up once
again at 57:06 to give Huelsing her
10th assist of the season.
"We played very well and possessed the ball a majority of the game.
Everybody contributed to the win,"
Coach Beth Goetz said.
"We moved the ball really well and
passed as a team," sophomore midfielder Mandy Meendering said.
The RiveT\vomen shut out the
Kentucky Wesleyan, then hit the road
to face Bellannine University. The
Riverwomen outshot the Knights 7-\
in the first half. They failed to find the
back of the net to capitalize on their
opportunities and went into halftime
tied 0-0.
"It was a tough, physical game,"
Huelsing said.
After halftime, the Riverwomen
dominated the Knights, once again out
shooting them 9-3. It was g tting dO\vn
to the wire, but the Riverwomen uever
had a question of who would '.vin, and
they would finally score a goal.
Sophomore Meendering carne to the
rescue with 15 seconds !cft in the
game. She slid one by the goalie off
Heusling's 11th assist of the season.
"I crossed it in to Mary Kate
(McDermott), and she passed it back
to me and I shot it in. It was a really
physical game that was really well

Photos by Mike Sherwin/ Tbe Cumml

Defender Laura Fredrickson sweeps past Quincy's Jennifer Siominsky during the second half of play on Friday evening. Fredrickson
scored the Riverwomen's second goal in their 3-0 victory against the Quincy Lady Hawks.

matched," Meendering said.
"This was one of our better games.
We didn't finish very well but created
a lot of opportunities. We need to work
on finishing. We played really hard for
the entire 90 minutes. Amy Jones and
Katie Huelsing played a really great
game along with the entire team,"
Goetz said.
UM -St Louis went on to win the
game and improve their conference
record in hopes of qualifYing for the
GLVC conference held the first week
of November. The women would then
head to Fulton, Mo., for a non-conference game against William Woods.
Neither team wa able to score
within the 90 minutes and headed into
overtime pretty evenly matched at
around 5 shots apiece. Junior forward
Brandy Lucero snuck a goal by the
Owl's goalie at 91:30 to help the
Riverwomen win 1-0.
In practice, the team has been
working on possession, finishing,
50/50 balls and high pressure. With
only two game ' left, the Riverwomen
hope to defeat Quincy and Southern
Indiana to improve their c.()nference
record to 6-3-1 heading into the conference.

BY GRETCHEN MOORE

Staff Writer

Men's Soccer
Oct. 22
- at Truman State University
3 p.m.

Oct. 25
-at
Southern Indiana University

3 p.m.

Women 's
Volleyball
Oct. 24
- vs. SlUE at UM-st. Louis

7 p.m.

Oct. 25
vs. St. Joseph's

p.m

Oct. 31
- at Kentucky Wesleyan
University

7 p.m.

Nov. 1
Kevin Ottleyl The CUlTent

• at Southern Indiana
University

2 p.m.

RIGHT: RivelWomen forward Emily Worley sports a pair
of mud handprints during the Riverwomen's shutout of
Quincy on Friday evening.

Midnight Madness kickstarts countdown to B·ball

UPCOMING

1

ABOVE: Katie Goetz gets a round of hugs during a halftime presentation honoring the senior players. Friday's
game was the last regular game of the RivelWomen's
season.

The 2003-04 RivelWomen Softball team introduces themselves to
the crowd at Midnight Madness, held Tuesday night at the Mark
lWain Athletic Building. The event introduced each sports team to
the audience, and introduced the newly appointed men's basketball coach, Chris Pilz.

'This is just the beginning. I hope
people realize that we can continue
what we are doing throughout the season," Todd Taylor, organizer of
Midnight Madness, said of the contin:uation of school spirit among students.
Eric "Majic" Mychaels of Majic
104.9 began to hype the crowd around
10: 15 p.rn. From there, more and more
people came pouring into the Mark
Twain Building, hoping to get a shot at
free pizza, more than 100 giveaways
and a glimpse at the 2003-2004 UMSt. Louis basketball teams. Oh, and
maybe the 12 free credit hours had a
little to do with it.
Todd Taylor, admissions counselor
for the Pierre Laclede Honors College,
started with a brief encounter with
newly appointed men's basketball
head coach Chris Pilz in the Mark
Twain Building on Sept. 20. He asked
Pilz ifhe was planning to do Midnight
Madness to kick the season off. Pilz
had no previous plans but was open to
the idea, and Taylor took the idea and
ran with it.
That night the CTO\vd consisted of
the sports teams, dorm residents,
University Meadows residents, coaches, athletic coordinators, the athletic
director and m=bers of the university
administration. Tons of students from
around campus were there and ready
to cheer the Rivermen into their new
season.
''It was really cool to have so many
groups come together," Taylor said.
'''!bere was an awesome turnout.
We've tried to do this before but never
had a turnout like this. All of the
Greeks came out And a lot of the
departments on campus helped out,"
women's basketball assistant coach
Melanie Marcy said. ''It was really
impressive that the vice chancellor
offered the free credit hours. It is really important to us for people to come
and see the teams and support them."
Around 10:45 p,rn., the UM-St

Louis cheerleaders performed a routine to kick off the night and unveil
their new and improved squad to the
fans. The squad will be traveling to the
NCA National Competition on March
31 in Daytona, Fla. They threw out
Frisbees, squeeze balls and other paraphernalia donated by the bookstore to
pump everyone up before the competitions started.
"11 was really nice to see all of the
people there when everyone has other
stuff to do," freshman girls' basketball
player Christine Eccleston said.
There were raille ticket giveaways
throughout the night consisting of
prizes like shirts, hats, toys and
Cardinals tickets. Then, each sports
team was brought down and
announced individually.
. "We wanted to have all of the teams
there to make a connection with them
as real people. That way there would
be a fan base, and people would support them," Taylor said
'1t was really crowded, but it was a
lot of fun to watch people compete for
the free credit hours," senior baseball
player Scott Miller said.
The newly formed dance team, The
Flames, performed for the first time
for the crowd. The girls, appropriately
decked out in UM-St. Louis attire, preformed to Sean Paul and Nelly to help
get the crowd pumped before the bas-

ketball squads were announced.
"It was really fun and exciting. We
really appreciated all the fans and
everyone coming out. We appreciate
the support of the cheerleaders who
made signs and decorated for us. It
was really sweet," junior girls' basketball player Lesha Billups said.
"It was a really good turnout even
though it was really late. It gave us a
chance to introduce ourselves and get
to know each of the [other] teams,"
sophomore girls basketball player
Crystal Lambert said.
As the hour got closer to midnight
no one had yet to win the contest for
the 12 free credit hours. So far, three
contestants were selected, but each
failed. Emcee Mychaels got desperate
to find a winner and asked those in the
crowd able to make the shot to volunteer.
Men's tennis player Mike Schaff
was chosen. He had to make a free
throw, three-pointer and then a half
court shot in 45 seconds. He made the
free throw and then the three pointer
with 30 left. He had two dead on shots
from half court, but it came dovro to
the last two seconds. He got a leap and
shot, and the ball hit the rim and
bounced out. The crowd went crazy.
see

MIDNIGHT MADNESS,
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Rivermen
baseball coach
Jim Brady
introduces his
2003-2004
team to the
audience at
Midnight
Madness on
Tuesday night.
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Inside my head: Rivermen take a road trip,
random thoughts take back double victories
:When you spend as much time does the NASCAR season EVER
watching sports as I do, you begin to end?
think certain things. Many of these
Since the Marlins and Dolphins
things never come out of my mouth both play at Pro Player Stadium, can
for one reason or another. But that's we start calling it "The Fish Tanle"?
what this week's column is all about.
(Yes, I know, I am a dark.)
This is a collection of random
If the WNBA players had gone on
thoughts that I have had over the past strike this past summer, I think I
month or so. And while you're read- would still be laughing.
ing this remember: when in doubt,
When will Bill Cowher realize that
I'm ajackass.
his quarterback is Tommy Maddox?
If the Cubs had made the World Better yet, when will he realize that
Series and taken on the Yankees, his next option is Charlie Batch?
would there be anyone in the country
The anticipation for Game Seven's
cheering for New
Pedro-Cl emens
York? Wouldn't
match-up
was
that mther have a
incredible.
It's
"Miracle On Ice"
kind of like that
feeling to it?
feeling you get
Why do people
when you're on a ·
to
the
refer
big date with a
of
University
girl you really
Missouri
as
like, and you're
"MU"? Can we
just waiting for it
please change tillS
to be over so you
to "UM"? Does
can kiss her goodthis bother anyone
night.
else?
Then Boston
Has
anyone
loses in the 11 th
ever wasted a draft
BY STEVE HARRELL
inning and it feels
.--. '. -- ........ _...... _....... .. pick as. badly as
like she brushed
Sports Editor
when the Rams
you off, went inside
took Eric Crouch?
and called her exYou know you
boyfriend.
are drunk when it is 4 a.m. and you are
I know this has nothing to do with
watching a relun of a WNBA game.
sports, but Arnold Scharzenegger is
r am yet to hear a funnier name in tl1e freaking governor of Califomia.
spOlts than Dick Trickle. If you hear How did this happen?
of one, please let me knOw.
I am 21 years old, and I still love
If I had to choose the absolute watching the zamboni more than the
worst singer of the National Anthem bockey game itself.
ever, it would be a toss-up between
After Week Six, the only undefeatCarl Lewis and Roseanne Barr. I ed teams in the NFL are Minnesota,
mean, who asks Roseanne to sing the Kansas City and Carolina. Let that
National Anthem') Oh, right, the sink in.
Padres.
I feel bad for people in Salt Lake
·Who would have thought that the City. They only have one professional
Eagles would actually play worse of sports team, and Matt Harpring leads
moving out anne Vet?
it.
You know your fantasy baseball
There's not.hing more depressing
team is in trouble when you have four than betting $200 dollars on a football
Toronto Blue Jays.
game, having your team be up by 21
\Xlhy does ESPN broadcast the points with four minutes left, then
National Spelling Bee? Could we start watching them blow the game.
a grassroots effort to ban everyone
In two years, Brady Quinn will be
under 17 from that charmer:' I know I a god at Notre Dame, and Purdue will
not stand a chance. (Lord, how I hate
am not alone on this.
Would Tiger Woods still be intinll- the Boilers.)
dating if his name was, say,
How did we go through an entire
Hippopotamus Woods? What if baseball season without a single
everyon used his real first name. dnmken Red Sox fun fhlling off the
Green Monster?
Eldrick?
Granted, I love seeing fiery auto
Now you know what it is like to be
crashes as much as the llext guy, but stuck inside my head.
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Staff Writer

The Rivermen came out victorious
from their weekend road trip to
Kentucky Wesleyan and Bellarmiue.
The two willS improved their GLVC
record to 4-3-1.
The Panthers took an early lead
with a goal from John Smeathers at
27:22. That was the last goal the
Riverrnen allowed as they scored three
consecutive goals to come out with the
WUl.

Sophomore midfielder Scott
Wittenborn scored his second goal of
the season at 35:10 against the
Panthers to tie the game at 1-1. The
game stayed tied into halftime. The
Rivermen came out strong in the second half out, shooting the Panthers 9-4
and scoring two goals to clinch the
victory.
Junior nJ.idfie1der Adam Bimslager
scored nine minutes in to the second
half off an assist from Pat Devereux.
That was Bimslager's second goal of
the season. Seven minutes later,
sophomore captain leffMenke got his
third goal of the season off all assist
from Binlslager.
''We got off to a slow start but took
over after that, and then we took it to
them," junior defender Brian Reitz
said.
The game against Bellarmine
University seemed to be a mirror
image of the Wesleyan game.

M IDNIGHT M ADNESS,

Wittenborn, Bimslager and Menke
would take it to the Knights just like
they did the Panthers to come out with
another overwhelming victory.
TIle Rivermen started with a goal
by Adam Bimslager at the 21-minute
mark off an assist from AJen lujic to
put UM-St. Louis up early. Six minutes later, leffMenke shot one past the
Knight's goalie to increase the lead.
Bellarmine's Phil Glasser attempted a comeback with a goal off an assist
by Aaron Reuther. However, the
Rivermen would allow only that one
goal by the Knights. With ten minutes
left in the game, Menke would score
again off another assist by Jujic.
The Rivermen then added one
more to clinch the victory at 4-1 seven
minutes later. Scott Wittenborn took
the pass from junior midfielder Jeff
Facchin to get his third goal of the season.
"We played and defended well. We
changed formations, and it worked
really well for us. We took the game
and moved with confidence," senior
captain Campbell McLaurin said.
The Riverrnen have four games
remaining in their season and hope to
sweep the remainder in order to have
good standing for the GLVC tournament. They will face up against number one seed Southern Indiana for their
final game.

RIGHT:
Goalkeeper Campell McLaurin
blocks a shot on goal Friday
night.

from page 10

Then, with five nJ.inutes remaining,
the clock was set to count down to
midnight when the basketbaU tearns
could officially practice for the first
time. They were brought out and
introduced one by one to the crowd.
The newly appointed head men's and
women's coaches, Pilz and Lee
Buchanan, took control and took on
some drills with their team.
"It was an awesome crowd. It was
good to see all the sports teams there
and hope they all come back for our
games. We really need the home court
advan1age and would Jove to see the
stands filled just like the')" were for
Midnight Madness," Pilz said.
First, the women took one half of
the floor; then, the men took the other.

They did a few passing and shooting
drills to warm up then had a shooting
competition between the two teams.
Then they intermixed and competed
the guards against the posts. Then, to
mix things up, each of the players
chose a person out of the crowd to
shoot with.
'''The turnout was really inlpressive. Hopefully, that many can make it
to the games. It was a lot offim facing
the girls in the shooting contest,"
junior men's basketball player Justin
Foust said. Midnight Madness turned
out to be a big success throughout,
bringing together sport- teams, academic officials, coaches and spectators
to lmite UM-St. Loui and help promote school spirit throughout campus.

Cusumano's Pizza
Sunday - Thursday 10pm til Midnight

2 for 1 Rail Drinks
Wednesday & Thursday lOpm til Midnight

$1.00 pitcher refills (natural lite beer)
must be 21 to enter - must have :Missouri ID
7147 Manchester Rd in Maplewood
entertainment every night 4 pool tables and game room

OPEN 1()pm 645-5599 close at 3am every night
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BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

Film Critic

EDITOR
CASEY 5cHA.CHER
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phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

A&E
Calendar

Movies
'Film openings are subject to
change.

Weekof

Oct. 20
Scary Movie 3- The
third installment in a
hilarious series of
parody pokes fun at
everything from
PlLord of the Rings" to
Pl8 Mile." Stars Anna
Faris, Chartie Sheen,
Anthony Anderson,
Pamela Anderson and
Peter Boyle. Opens
Oct. 24th.
Radio- Based on a

true story, this epic
tale about the relationship between a
mentally challenged
man nicknamed Radio
(Cuba Gooding Jr.)
and a high school
football coach (Ed
Harris) reveals the
power of friendship
and inspiration.
Opens Oct. 24th.
In the Cut- A steamy
affair with a New
York police detective
investigating a murder leaves Franny
Thorstin (Meg Ryan)
in the midst of a possibly dangerous situation. Also stars Mark
Ruffalo, Kevin Bacon,
Jennifer Jason Leigh
and Nick Damici.
Opens Oct. 22 nd .

Ongoing...
House of the Dead-

Vacationing teens
venture to a remote
island only to discover that evil has
been waiting for
them.

Quentin Tarantino's new film "Kill
Bill, Vol. 1" is a tale of revenge told as
a pop culture sampler of American Tv,
samurai movies and Japanese anime.
An ex-assassin turned-pregnant
bride (Vma Thurman) is brutally
attacked and left for dead in a rural
Texas church by her boss Bill (David
Caradine) and her former fellow
assassins of the Deadly Viper
Assassination Squad (Viveca Fox,
Lucy Liu, Darryl Hannah, and
Michael Madsen). The Bride (she has
no other name) survives the attack and
awakens four years later from a coma,
set on revenge. This reawakening
launches a relentless samurai swordwielding, buckets-o-blood killing
spree that is part Charlie's Angels
gone bad, part spaghetti Western and
part Hong Kong-Japanese anime
hybrid quest for vengeance. Needless
to say, it is a comedy.
Director Quentin Tarantino, the
man who brought us "Pulp Fiction," is
famous for his violence-as-comedy
films, and this flim exceeds anything
he has done before. Apart from the
horrific opening scene (mercifully in
black and white rather than garish Uma Thurman & Daryl Hannah (standing) in Quentin Tarantino's KILL BILL - Vol. 1.
color), most of the violence is overdone, cartoonish and so absurd that I
rather than Shakespeare.
wildly entertaining or very dull, might guess, you don't actually see
thought more of "Monty Python and
The pop references are so thick you depending on your samurai movie/pop Bill killed but get a cliffhanger ending
the Holy Grail" than "Pulp could write an entire review just listing culture IQ.
instead.
Fiction"--remember the knight slowly them. Therein lies the problem with
Not everyone in the general audiFrom a standing point of filmmakwhittled away limb by limb? The real the film: If you c.an keep up \Vith all ing quality, "Kill Bill, VoL I " is tenific. ence is going to be prepared for the
tickle is a heavy sampling of pop and the references and are amused by pop. However, without a wildly original genre-sampling style and the cartoonaction .film references from the '50s, you will be enormously entertained fornlal, the film will not inspire imita- ish, over-the-top violence, as humor
'60s and '70s, starting with the and have a kick-posterior good time. If tors the way "Pulp Fiction" did. The will be more repetitious and dull thaIl
s\Virling eDlors of a '60s-era "Feature not, you may find yourself bored, for film is "Volume I" because this is half enteltaining. Every time the Bride
Presentation" clip following a cheesy the plot beneath has the melodramatic of the original film shown at film fes- spins around, four adversaries are cut
'50s-era Japanese intro credit. The title simplicity of the classic action film, or tival . TIle decision was made to dis- to libbons, seemingly with minimal
card that opens the film states, even Western, with good guys, bad tribute it in tv.'o paIts: "Volume 2." \vill touch; such is the power of her magi"Revenge is a dish best served cold," guys and bang-up fights. The movie is be out in February. Therefore, as you cal samurai sword. At times, it appears
but credits Star Trek with the quote,

Photo courtesy of Miramax Films

that no one in this film had ever heard
of firearnlS, for nearly all the mayhem
comes via swords and knives, with
guns conspicuously absent Of course,
there was a point in the sword fighting
when I could not help but think of
Indiana Jones confronting the swordsman in the market and wondering why
no one just pulled out a gun like he
did. Every reference missed will leave
a gap that has nothing to fill it.
see
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

J.Buck's bucks good dining
BY STANFORD A. GRIFFITH

CulinalY Critic --

pletcly standard fare found in any
greasy spoon and were about all we
ate.
While we were munching and
complaining, the waiters tarted cleaning around us: vacuu.ull.ng the carpet
and using Windex on the tables.
Windex does not smell bad, but it is
not good for the palate and no one past
the age of two years enjoys the loud
buzz of a vacuum.
In fairness, the waiter did comp
Bryan's meal, noted on the ticket as

"dislikecL" but we really wanted to
speak to the manager. He, however,
was busy at the time making a fairly
loud personal phone call on the restaurant's main line out in the lobby that
we could hear from our seats and
ignoring exiting customers.
So when shopping at the West
County Mall, drop by Nordstrom's
Cafe Bistro to fInd a great meal at a
decent price with quality service in a
top-notch atmosphere, but buck
lBuck's overpriced, overrated fodder.

Somehow, the high-priced, bland
fast food served slowly in a segregated section did not yield a most enjoyable evening when dining at lBuck's
in the West County Mall last week.
On one of our many dining out
adventures, my friend Bryan and I
wound up at lBuck's, more as a last
resort than anything else. It was
our first trip there and will cer- ~-----------------------------,
tainly be our last.
Upon entering, I was
impressed by the decor. The soft
lights contrasting against the
dark walls and uniquely shaped
tables are inviting and lend a
trendy feel. (Of course, the huge
portrait of the owners slapped
up on the wall above the cash
register is a bit tacky.) The dining room is separated into upper
and lower areas. Those who
appear to be "upper class"
based on their clothes get seated
in the much nicer elevated section, while the supposed "paupers" get seated in the' noisier
lower area, which is not exactly
a "bad" atmosphere, but it is
very different in tone and, as we
soon noticed, service.
J.Buck's menu ranges in
strange ways. For example,
most of the selections between
$7 and $10 are reminiscent of
Jack-in-the-Box's menu. Then,
prices shoot up to around $20
and above for food that is no
more expensive or time consuming to make but sounds better.
After waiting for over 10
minutes to have our waiter
appear without apology, Bryan
ordered a cod sandwich, and I
selected a chicken sandwich.
Both $9 entrees included
French fries. And we both
decided to also order a side
salad for an extra $3 each.
The salads were a pleasing
mix of lettuces topped with a
light, slightly sweet dressing. I
hoped that was a sign of more
good
food
to
come.
Unfortunately, I was wrong.
My chicken sandwich was
just bland. With pesta and Swiss
cheese, it should have had some
flavor. But none was there. The
fish sandwich Bryan got was
overcooked and leathery. Our
sandwich buns were also burnt
and overpowered the flavors of
the meat and toppings . Oh, wait,
maybe that was a bonus after
all.

Michael Pelikan! The Currenl

The French fries were com- J.Bucks Restaurant at Westfield Shoppingtown _ West County

Protest Songs of Late
BY

AMY

GONWA

Music Critic

Thursday has recently released
''WaI' All the Time," a hard-core
rock album for activists. The disc is

even emo. I fInd them to have a
metal and hardcore rock appeal.
Even more mellow rock fans might
be interested in 'War All the TlIIle."
The album has a strange common
ground with the music of Incubus
and Cursive.
The anti-corporate ballads of

Left to Right: Steve Pedulla, Geoff Rickly, Tim Payne, Tucker
Rule, Tom Keeley.

full of passionately angry music
with a message. 'War All the Time"
is the group's third CD release and
first major label debut.
A clear-cut reaction to modern
American politics, "War All the
Time" is filled with defiant lyrics
and themes. Songs like "This Song
Brought to you by a Falling Bomb"
and "Division St." examine the
common citizen's emotional ties to
the world and what goes on in it.
"All the hate that rises through the
cracks in the pavement/As the temperature falls," from the song
''Division St." seriously discllsses
the deterioration of a moral system.
Another issue is tackled in "For the
Work Force, Drowning," . which
plays up the repetitiveness of the
nine-to-five workday lifestyle, using
lyrics like, "Tomorrow we'll get up
and drive to worklIn single filelWith
every day just like the last"
Musically, Thursday is fairly
loud and thrashy. Most of the tracks
from "War All the Time" ascend and
rise in both sound and structure.
"Asleep in the Chapel" keeps a
steady and much slower beat than
others, such as the shattering
"Signals Over the Air." Because of
this ambiguous definition, Thursday
has not yet been claimed by a single
musical genre.
Critics have placed Thursday in
the fields of' hardcore, metal and

"War All the Time" are emotional
and screarny. The vocals are quite
abrasive but alternate throughout the
album from soft singing to
unleashed screaming. Vocalist Geoff
Rickly has a dynamic voice but can
sometimes overdo himself. You can
hear a straining tone teming through
Rickly's voice, one that may be a
painful attempt to reach new heights
of scream.
Thursday has been around for
over three years now and has slowly
been on the lise in popUlarity. They
are one of the many bands hailing
from New Jersey and trying to get
their music heard by the masses.
The group has taken p8.J.i in the Vans '
Warped Tour, where they gained
much recognition this past summer.
Despite their rising popularity, the
group chooses to continue to play
small club shows and free outdoor
concerts .
"War All the Time" sets the stage
for Thursday to further their musical
careers. The album will draw some
of the less hardcore rockers and
probably obtain the respect of their
longtime fans. Although the group
claims their album is not meant to be
political, there are some strong
themes evident that clearly address
corporate America. Thursday is still
angry, frustrated and fast-paced.
"War All tbe Time" is an insistently
heavy album with a strong message.
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Plato meets the
cultural revolution

•

As cool as Ice...
BY AMY GONWA

iViusic Critic

)

BY PAUL CRUTCHER

sial/writer

spotlights enormous holes in our ultimately unconvincing cultural history.
He blasts open our justification for
being gods among the animals.
Anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists, historians, philosopbers, biologists and anyone in the greater community generally interested in having a
firm grasp on the primitive nature of
bunter-gatherer cultures or how we
evolved to be superior to the apes have
something to gain from the dialogue
between this odd pair in "Ishmael."
"Ishmael" runs just over 260 pages;
and while the subtitle promises "an

and scratching your head about the
Validity of your beliefs. The primary
focus concerns why mankind seems
compelled to hurdle towards decimating and destroying the earth: Mother
Culture personifies what most of us in
the Taker culture understand. Sbe
rationalizes everything for us, making
it easier to eliminate those bothersome
brown bears and more reasonable to
put off worrying about recycling. For
those of you reading my explanation
as too-mucb-tree-talk, the book doesn't rely on a save-the-planet theme.
Rather, "Ishmael" asks you to look at

Standing in the literature aisle of
Borders, a friend recently cautioned
me about her favorite book,
"Ishmael," by Daniel Quinn: 'There's
a telepathic gorilla in it, but if you can
get around that, it's great." That was
about a month ago. Recently, she
emailed me, concerned that 1'd gotten
"bored" with "Ishmael." If you're anything like me, "bored" just doesn't
work in the same sen- r::-::::--1"",.....=""""O::;:-.,.-"....".-::-;:-.,..-:;.,.-..."..,.----:c~-_:____::="'""~_::_~;:::_-_=~_:_:=~___::::_::_=c_.;;_:::]
tence as . "telepathic j;~.;':~~~·;,.~f;i~~· .f-.;.rl-"",.,...;r
gorilla"
. "Ishmael,"
the
book's namesake, is
indeed a gorilla. A
genius and sympathetic
man
buys
Jewish
Ishmael out of a carnival, nurtures him and
eventually teaches him
how to communicate
telepathically. Ishmael
develops an insatiable
hunger for knowledge, 1_=l;iZi:;;;.;;i,
one that leads him to
surpass the intellectual
level of his benefactor
and seek out worthy and
willing students. In this
quest, Ishmael places an
ad in the newspaper. The
narrator, a relatively
dense and uninteresting
freelance
writer,
responds to Ishmael's
ad, and the "adventure"
begins.
The book past this
point reminds me of
Plato's 'The Republic." I__ ~'-" _~
The jostling bet\veen
teacher and student
plays out in the same literary and argumentative
structure, a style used by
several notable early
philosophers. This sort
.'.From 1,)" ~v ori I wHl di Ide th . b ok~
of dialogue allows an
author to advance a
I h ve read inro t WO categor ie, -the ones
statement, raise an
I read befol>e fsb?'rwel and th e read after:"
objection '4Tom~ the
-Jim Britcll \Vbole Ea1'tl3 R.t 'ie
opposition and, in
answering these objections, strengthen his or
her original case. In
'A -N 0 VEL B Y
addition to making for
some compelling and
potentially strong arguments, dialogue in the
style of 'The Republic"
should ideally make.
reruling through iliem L-~~~______~~~~~~~~~~~~__~~~~~~~~~
easier, more natural and maybe even the logic behind why we engage the ad venfun.
greater world the way we do. It wants ture, 250 or better of them take place
The dialogue.in "Ishmael" explores us to step back and consider if what we in two frxed locations. "Ishmael" is
commouly held notions about the ori- all perpetuate in the Adam and Eve hardly a typical adventure. While that
gins and nature of mankind. mythology is reasonable.
is not nece.ssarily a bad thing, if you're
Undoubtedly, you will walk: away
That said, "Ishmael" holds a pow- looking for breezy, carefree fun, this
from "Ishmael" learning something erful message. The telepathic gorilla book is not for you.

KILL BILL. from page 12
Hacked limbs and geysers of
blood are only funny for so long. This
means there will be a divided audience. response. "Kill Bill" will be
either the most entertaining film you
have seen in ages or one of the
dullest. The good news is that if you
find the film dull at first, go brush up
on some of the references and see it
again; then you will have fun.
To paraphrase Dirty Harry (one of
the films not referenced in this
movie}-so you are going to have to
ask yourself, not do you feel luck)"
punk, but do you feel you know your
stuff7 If the answer is "yes," you'll
have a great time and likely think that
"Kill Bill, YoU" is one of the best
fIlms of the year. If not, or if
Tarantino's previous films were too
violent for you, then you may think
"Kill Bill" just kills time. Personally,
I had a fine time; but then again, I
watch a lot of movies. The heavy load
of references and how central they
are to the frlm's enjoyment made me
think this will be a steep climb for
some audiences.
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The Icelandic quartet, Leaves: has
followed in Coldplay's footsteps and
produced a powelfully melodramatic
collection of songs on thei.r disc
"Breathe." Leaves' debut album has
received rave reviews since its release
overseas in late 2002. "Breathe" i.s full
of contemplative lyrics and strong
rhythmic combinations, which will
surely engage the American audience
as well.
The longtime Icelandic rocker,
Arnar Gukjonsson, began the group in
collaboration with friend and feUow
musician, Hallur Hallsson, in 2001.
Since then, they have recruited Arna.r
Olafsson on guitar and Bjami
Grirnsson on drums. The foUr were
previously involved in a third-division
futbjol (soccer) team and realized their
group cobesion could succeed musically as well as athletically.
Leaves was born, and their moody
music making began. Battling the
abrasive music scene in Iceland and
writing new lyrics, the group began to

gain rightful attention. Luckily for
them, big bands like Radiohead and
Coldplay were, and still are, stealing
the spotlight in today's music. People
were automatically turned on to
Leaves'sound.
Although their sound is not new in
any sense of the term, they continue to
persist. "Breathe" is a great start for
the group. The eleven tracks are quite
diversified in lyrics and energy level.
There are some dark, slow-paced
tunes, like "Silence" and "Epitaph."
Positivity prevails, however, in "I Go
Down" and "Sunday Lover."
Lyrically, "Breathe" taps into the
innate human drives of confusion,
hopelessness and persistence. "Losing
my head/maybe makes me feel right,"
from the song "Crazy" tells about the
sinJple construction of Leaves' songs.
The songs may be quite simple in
design but still remain tonally complex.
Vocalist Arnar Gudjonsson takes a
Nick Drake-like approach to softer
resonance. Gudjonsson's voice has
quite a high range and fits well into
Leaves ' sound. Melodramatic defines
his voice and method of lyrical presentation.
Several times, you may wonder

while listening to "Breathe" if these
guys need a bug or if they cannot stop
smiling. The messages in Leaves'
songs lie in the middle ground of emotion. Their passivity may impress
some and annoy others. This particular
style has made countless groups soar
with popularity and stands far apart
from everyday music.
Listening to "Breathe" may bring
about a certainty that Leaves collaborated with Coldplay. Keep in mind
groups like Sigur Ros have been making music like this in Iceland for years
now. I would urge that there is a melodramatic wave engulfmg the region
and that all these groups remain original in their own ways. To the die-hard
Coldplay fan, their echoing in
"Breathe" may seem to be a disbeartening rip-off. It is for you to decide if
there is enough room for other groups,
like Leaves, in their scene.
Nonetheless, Leaves' music is
strong. For a debut album, "Breathe"
is diverse and colorfully romantic.
Fans should expect to see more musical development and the introduction
of complicated rhythm for preceding
albunlS. If you are feeling in-beween
and enjoy visionary music, then
"Breathe" is the album for you.

FROM LEFT: Arnar Gudjonsson, Hallur Hallsson, Arnar Olafsson (and not pictured, Bjami Grimsson)
from the Icelandic group Leaves have released their powerfully melodramatic debut "Breathe."
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Prehistoric art goes modem

TlRED? DID SOMEBODY SAY TlRED? WELL .
TJ-lEN, I'D SAY SOMEBoDY NEEDS A TASTY
CAN OF BUZZY CClA 1 /T'll. PffiK YOU UP !
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Jesse Gaterl The Cwrent

Polo Ramirez Zapata, Peruvian ceramic artist, demonstrates a ceramic-making technique that
dates from 1,000 years bef ore Christ in The Nosh of the MSC on Wednesday, October 15.

www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com

so . ..
psychology, hu h?

Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing .int ell igent to say.
That's where we come in .

. Visit our website and subscribe to the Email Edition.
YO\,l'II get the latest tampus news. COllege sports. and
calendar even~ delivered righHO your inbox.
Filled with .intelligent topics ...
Subscribe to the Email Edition todayl

www.thecurrentonline.com
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Spring Break

CLASS I FI EDS

***ACT NOW!

Book 11
people, get 12th trip free. Visit
the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.

with 40 words or fewer

are free to
students, faculty and staff
All classifieds are due via email by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before the publication date.
In addition to the name(s) of the advertiser, each classified submitted must contain
a studen,t number or faculty/staff department and title(s) prior to publication.

Spring Break 2004

http://www.TheCurrentOnline.com current@jinx.umst.edu
Help Wanted
Movie extra's I models needed No expo required, all looks and
ages. Eam $100 - 300 a day. 1-888820-0167 ext. U64.

Models wanted
Glamour/Figure models are needed. Experienced, exhibited, fineart photographer seeking confident, expressive female models for
new-glam project. Non-sexual
nudity required. Excellent compensation commensurate with
ability. Call Michael for details at
314-757-0838.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 144.
Help wanted
Sales-Agent,
Insurance Co.,
weekly pay, no experience, 2-yr
training program, must have car,
Ft, background check, fax resume
(314) 845-5150 or email resume
to george. fewquay@western
southernlife.com.
Security
The Home Depot is hiring full-time
position for: LOSS PREVENTION
INVESTIGATOR. Applicants must
be 18+ years old, pass a drug test,
and be able to work a full-time
schedule. Apply at the employment kiosk in any St. Louis location or online at careers. homedepot.com EOE
Attention Computer Science
Students: Computer Technidan
Needed. 15-20 Hours per week.
$9-$10 per hour. Installations,
troubleshootin,
networkfng,
printers, general PC maintenance
and repair. Contact: Chris Mattie,
Data Expert Consultants (314) 5677800 chris@dataexperts.net.
Shift & Assistant Managers
For Sonic locations in Florissant,
Cool Valley, Breckenridge Hills,
and Overland. Call (636) 978-6410,
or fax resume to (636) 978-6343.
EOE.
Help wanted
Every Day Life Experiences is seeking compassionate and responsible
people for Supportive Living
Positions. We offer a flexible
schedule and a rewarding environment. Call Andrea at 534-7717 for
details.

Back to School?t
Established company seeking to
fill 53 PT 1FT positions for students. Flexible scheduling around
classes. High pay, no experience
necessary, training provided.
Great resume builder. Apply
online atwww.workforstudents
.com or call (314) 991-2428.
Help wanted
The Emerson Family YMCA and
UMSL has an opening for immediate part-time positions in childcare program in the Wellston
School District on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
$10 per hour. Please call Kym
Hunter at (314) 521-1822 ext. 36.
Must be 18 or older and have reliable transportation.

Housing
1.58 apartment for rent
$425/m.
1000
sq
ft.
Washer I dryer, central heat! AC,
hardwood floors, large eat-in
kitchen, backyard wi patio, basement storage, large closets. Quiet
cul-de-sac. Less than 1 mile from
Central West End, 40/44,
Metrolink, Science Center, Barnes
Hospital. Contact: (314) 4408224, (314) 771-8927.

Apartment
Large 2-bedroom apartment with
hardwood floors, central air,
garage, washer/dryer hook up, 2
balconies and arch doorways.
FlVe minute waLK 0 UM-St. [buis.
Located in beautiful residential
neighborhood. Call 383-5321.
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Fumished home for rent
Fumished home for rent. Living
rm, dining rm, sun porch, 2 bedrooms, fireplace, garage, fenced
yard. It is less than one mile from
UMSL. It is one block off Normandy
Dr. from the golf course. Call
Thomas or Carrie. (314) 727-4873.
Female roommat e wanted
$232.50. Walking distance from
UMSL. 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living
room, bathroom, central A/C,
hardwood floors. Call Sam (314)
382 -1382 sup50c@studentmail.
umsl.edu.
House for rent
Do you need a convenient location, near campus, near the
MetroLink? ... then Call (314) 5375810. 2 bedroom house, 1 bath,
one year lease, $650.00 per
month ----$1500 security deposit.
Application fee=$35.00.

Members needed
Are you interested in joining
an on-campus support group for
Adult Children of Alcholicsl ACOA
or Adult Children of Substance
ACOSA?
Contact
Abusersl
at
the
Michelle
Schmidt
Wellmess Resource Center for
more info. on free services.
Russellms@umsl.edu, 516-5380.
180 MSC.

Have somethi ng to sell?
Do it for free
See our ad above.

Travel with STS, America's #1
Student Tour operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Informationlreservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
SPadre. 110% Best Prices! Book
Now and get Free Parties Et Mealsl
Group Discounts. now hiring
Campus Reps! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertC>urs.com
Spring 8reak '04 with
$tudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine!
Get hoooked up with Free Trips,
Cash, and VIP Status as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15 of the hottest
destinations. Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150%
Lowest Price Guarantee! To
reserve online or view our Photo
Gallery, visit www.studentdty.com
or Call 1-888-SPRlNGBREAK!

Winter and Spring Break
Ski Et Beach Trips on sale now!
www.sunchase.com or call 1-800SUNCHASE today!.
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NOW HIRING

ORGANIZE A SMAll

GROUP AND GET

2 FREE TRIPS!!!!!

www.studentexpress.com
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787
USASPRINGBREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Jamaica, ft. More. Don't be fooled!
Go with Quality ft. Experience! 28
years in business. Largest Student
Tour Operator (Division of USA
Student Travel). Call 1-877-460607T now iring Campus Reps.
Earn 2 Free Trips for 15 Travelers &.
$S.

.Classifieds are free to students, faculty & staff
Send ads to current@jinx.umsl.edu

'00 VW Beetle GLS
Automatic, red, power sun roof,
heated seats, Z2k miles, 1 owner,
$11,400. 516-5383
1994 VW J elta
Bright red, runs great, 1 owner,
well maintained, new tires, 4-dr,
sunroof, dual air bag, clean interior, 113k miles (avg. 12k/yr.).
Perfect for college student or person on a low budget. Only $3,450.
Call (314) 761-1120.

Eam $1,000 - $2,000 for your Student Group

in just J hours!
College fundraising made Simple, Safe and Free.
Multiple fundraising options available. No carwashes. No raffles. Just success'
Fundraising dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs that work l

eS!!!lPUS
YOli r Trusted Source jol' College Fllndraisillg.

1989 Toyota Canuy
Runs great. $1500 or best offer.
Call (314) 894-3925.

1994 Fonnula Firebird
v8, 114k, 6 speed, t-tops, black,
leather, chrome wheels, flowmaster catback exhaust, eddelbrock
headers, kEtn, msd ignition, new
ac, extremely fast, est. 300 horsepower, runs great. $6000 or best
offer. Call (314) 814-0999 or (314)
831-1330. Ask for Justin.
1998 Dodge Neon
Great shape and only 45,000
miles. Manual, 4-door, AM/FM/cassette, AlC, new tires. Very good
mileage, reliable and fun to drive.
Asking $4250. (314) 952-8822.

Need an extra $36,000.00 a
year? Vending territory available.
50 high traffic locations. Cost
$5000. Help find missing children.
1-800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

.

UMSL Ice Hockey players
needed
If you are interested in playing for
UMSL's Ice Hockey Club, contact
Mike at either mwinkler18@
yahoo. com or call (314) 276-9527.

Need a paper or book manu·
script edited? Need an economy web page? Need photos of a
wedding or other special event?
Contact Miss Barbara (314) 9916762 or glory@GTW.net.

Reseach study
Research participants needed. Research partidpants needed
for Healthy Readers Project.
Mothers and their 3 - 6 year-old
children will be asked to read ft.
play toget her for 45-60 minutes
while being videotaped. Children
will receive a free book. Call Maria
at 516-6078 for more information.

Do you know

Quark ???
If

SO,

we'd like to know you

Call The Current to schedule an interview for the job
of Production Assistant/Associate.

314·516·5174

If you think that flyers are getting th

word out for you on campus ...

Subjects wI color deficiency
Subjects with red-green color defidency are needed to partiCipate
in a study being conducted at the
College of Optometry, UMSL.
Subjects will be reimbursed for
their time and partidpation. For
more infonmation, call Jessie @
314516-6655 or email - js7c9@studentmail.umsl.edu.

Free service
Would you like to quit
smoking? lf so, contact
Michelle Schmidt at the Wellness
Resource Center for more information on free services offered.
Russellms@umsl.edu, 516-5380.

Get published in Litmag
Submissions now being accepted
for the spring issue. All UMSL
students, undergraduate and
graduate, are encouraged to
submit their poetry, fiction, and
personal essays. Submission
mailbox located by English
Department offices, 4th floor,
Lucas Hall.

888-923-3238
www.campusfundraiser.com

For sale

Great Opportunity!
Flexible outside sales position
available in the wireless industry.
Over 10 years in the business.
Work at your own pace - Sell to
students, friends, and family. Call
Allen at Dial A Page 314-531-5300
X. 0

Get published

Waterbed for sale
Relax in this spacious and comfortable queen-sized waterbed. Good
condition, eight drawers for storage, two built-in lights, and a mirror for added fun. Will deliver.
Only asking $200 or best offer. Call
(636) 441-8489 or cell (636) 7959838.
Wedding ring for sale
112 carat diamond ring from
Whitehall Jewlers. 2pc set with
solitaire and round diamonds.
Price: $600 OBO. Call Lillian at
(314) 771-1953.

Think again.
Buy an ad. Save a tree.

Current Advertising 516-5316
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